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arking:. a li~tle to~ . clos~ for comfort · fo,; many "A-lot . 
ommuters. Ben Fraiier hoto . 
, Professor m.ourn·ed 
By John Doherty 
'· The University flag flew at 
· half-mast on Wednesday in a 
· show of mourning for the sud-
den death of Communications 
Professor Wilburn Sims .. 
An Associate professor of · 
communications and a · UNH 
faculty member since 1968, 
Sims received his .bachelor's 
degree from Dartmouth Col-
lege and his masters in English 
from UNH. 
Sims served_ as eoordina-
PROFESSOR, PAGE 14 
Senate against new complex 
Petition will be presented to show opp.osition · 
B'y Heather Grant 
The Student Senate has 
declared the proposed riew 
undergradµate StudentApart: · 
ment Complex (SAC) goes 
against the best interests of 
both the university and stu-
dents. 
Senate leaders will pres-
ent a petition before the Uni-
versity ' Systein of New 
Hampshire'sCapitolandStra- . 
tegic Planning Committee on 
Saturday in their hope to show 
trustees their belief that many 
.students are opposed to de-
signs for the new undergradu-
ate Student Housing Complex 
: (SAC) as they now stand . . 
According to. Jonathan 
Garthwaite, Student Activity 
Fee Chairperson, the Student 
Senate has "already collected 
2000 signatures" 011 the peti-
tion. The Senate hopes to col-
lect 5000. 
"I think we are going to , 
make it," Garthwaite added. 
In an emergency _meeting 
of the Student Senate ye&ter-
day, a bill opposed to the con-
struction of the New,Student 
_ Apartment Complex (SAC) 
was passed by a: vote of 45:3. 
After a presentation of the 
proposed plans ,.by Dean of · 
Studen_ts Gregg Sanborn, the ~ 
floor ,was opened to senators 
to voice their concerns about 
the designs. 
_ The main concern of the 
senators seemed to focus on . 






:>fuid 'Wa . . ·.. . .. . ... . .· 
average student as _ well as 
whether _or not each apart-
ment will have adequate space 
and bathroom facilities. 
The bill passed cited seven 
reasons that the Senate op-
poses the proposed designs as 
they now stand. They are as 
follows: · 
- ·students at UNH do not 
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~.Fate of MUB basement deCided 
By St&.;cy Grugnale 
It's no longer a space for 
debate. The MUB basement js 
finally scheduled to become 
more than a vacant space. 
According to the prelimt-
. nary plans at the MUB Board of 
• Governors meeting last night, 
the space will contain a mail 
room for Area 2 students, 
three meeting rooms, four to 
five student office spaces, an 
entertainment. area with room 
for up~ to 196 people, and a 
computer cluster with 78 
computers. 
According to Eri,~ $lites, · 
Chairman of the MUB Board of 
Governors~ the plans are pre-
liininaxy, and will,,.stay "ba~l-
. · cally as they stand, but could 
change slightly because of fire 
codes and things like that" . 
"The deadline for the final 
draft is the end of November," 
said Stites. "Between now and 
then we will be working on the 
final draft and coming up with 
an estimate of l_i<;>w much it will 
cost,'.' he said. 
Although there is no 
. money available yet to fund the 
project, . Stites said the MUB 
Board of Governors .. has a lot 
of ideas" to get money. _ 
Plans · include a ~s-
BASEMENT, PAGE 14 . 
New plans for MOB basement will feature .meeting rooms ({far left), a night club (middle left) and a computer cluster (far right)
 Mike Paraha!Jl photo. 
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MortiCian .mwri.mifies many mortal men 
( 
y 
. ·Bf Laura A. Deame 
"Mentally I draw a line •. 
. this body is just physical 
remains that l will embalm 
and sanitize." 
These are the worgs of 
Ed Pelczar, owneranddirector 
·of the Kent Funeral Home in 
Newmarket. Edisamortician. 
Sounds interesting~ doesn't 
it? 
Ed spoke in a cushioned 
· chair in the front parlor of-the 
funeral home. 
· Yes,' all the shades· were 
drawn and it was a little bi,t 
creepy, but at least there 
wasn't any spooky organ 
music in the backg~ound. 
"I always thought I'd be 
interested (in the field). Yot.J 
get to meet so many different 
kinds of people, and help them 
out in a difficult time," he said 
softly. · 
Ed began doing his 
apprenticeship at the Kent 
Home in 1971, after working · 
many ,,, years for the 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. 
"I grew up in Newmarket, and 
I've known Mr. Kentforyears." 
_To begin his work as a 
mortician, . he attended the 
New England Institute of 
Anatomy Sanitary Science and 
Embalming in Boston for 12 
months. After.his COUfSework, 
Ed worked part-time at the 
funeral home before going full-
time . and purchasing the 
-~, ; j • I 
., ) ./ ~1 
business- in 1986. from the body, and is replaced . 
Ed des_cribed the job as a by any number of sustaining " 
· seven day-workweek, 24 hour a · fluids, some · which . can be 
day commitment. He and Mr. formaldehyde-based. Ed 
Kent are -;the only employees explained· there are . rp.any · r 
lice~sed to . do the embalming, optio_ns for morticians at.this 
which combines .intense study point. Jaundiced .people can 
of anatomy along with a lot qf besustainedwithf;,pecihlfluids 
medic~ background. that reduce the yellow tinge, 
F 
When a, <;leath occurs, jhere . for example, and emaciated · 
is a series of steps the mortician older people earl be ,,treated 
must ·fa~~.wo'rking along with ·with tissue-filling Uquids-. 
the· family as well as the "Legally.we can't-guarantee 
deceased. · · First; the · funeral embalming. We are 99 percent 
home·is notified by the family or effective of · killing· any 
hospital. Once at the locale, Ed remaining viruses in the body, 
must procure an official death butwemustbeabsolutelysur~ 
certificate from ·~e _dqctor, and of saturating all blood vessels. 
then the body is placed into tlie If a ·person has had bad blood 
funeral homes service vari. The ,. circulation, this_ · can be a 
bodystrapped toastretcherand problem.~: s~d Ed. 
placed in· a protective case. The. blood then gets poured 
Embalming nee'ds to be down the drain. · If the person 
perortned as soon as possible, · had . died of a communicable 
stressed Ed. disease such as Acquired 
Legally, embalming is only I~mune Deficiency Syndrome 
required if the body will be (AIDS), then it is o(ficially 
exposed . to a viewing, but any sanitized before disposal. "The 
body going more than 24 hours AIJ?S virus dies within seconds 
I 
withoutburialisrequiredtohave of being ·treated with the 
the embalming process. formaldehyde," according to 
Unbalmed bodies are placed · Ed. 
in a plastic pouch with special The next step Ed refers 
odor.:.controlling powders that toas~cosmeticrestoratioIJ.." Ed 
also control fluids that seep out stated that this is one df the 
of the body, and after this there most important parts of 
isn't much more involved. embalming, for he presented . 
Embalming •is a more involved what is to be 
process. 
The blood is drained FUNERAL DIRECTOR, 
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NA'TtO NAL NEWS Bf~IEFS ., 
Reagan .papers 
concern government 
Washington (AP) -The Justice Department said 
Wedenesday that a court decision allowing former 
President Reagap's paper's to be subpoenaed for 
an Iran-Contra trial "raised a serious question" 
about the institution of the presidency. Com-
ments by chief spokesman David -Runkel ap-
. peared to signal that top Justice Department 
officials were studying the -possibility of support-
ing Reagan in any challenge to subpoenas for 
notes and diaries for use as evidence by former 
National Security Adviser John M. Poinde::?Cter. 
Runkel emphasIZed that the department has not 
formulated a position on Tuesday's ruling by the 
trial judge in Poindexter's case and wouldn't do so 
without consulting with Re.agan's private attor-
ney, Theodore B. Olson. 
\ ' 
. Quake hom.eless at _ 
over 13,000 
San Fransisco (AP) - More than 13,000 people 
were reported homeless yesterdqy, and officials 
warned more houses could be lost in landslides 
near earthquake fissures. Children in the badly 
damaged Marina district returned to classes in 
thier reopened school-turned-shelter: As Con-
gress moved .forward with relief packages worth , 
billions, a smvey found many Bay area residents 
gave low marks to the federal response to last 
week's devastating quake. California's Office of 
Emergency Services raised its count of displaced 
people to 1_3,892, nearly double the figure previ-
ously reported. 
' \ ' 
House backs Bush 
abortion bill veto 
Washington (AP) - President Bush's veto of a bill to 
provide abortion assistance to impoverished victims · 
· of rape and incest was sustained in the House on 
Wedenesdayasa 231-191 vote to override him'rell 51 
votes short of the necessacy two-thirds margin~ 
Though narrow in scope, the bill carried symbolic 
importance in the widening political struggle over the 
abortion issue, and proponents took their loss With a 
vow to keep the president's feet to the fire. But Rep. 
Chris Smith, R-N.J., called it "a decisive victocy for 
the pro-life movement." 
Gingrich accuser · 
adds two charges 
I 
Washinton _(AP) - Rep. Newt Gingrich's chief accuser 
formally filed additional ~thics charges Wedenesday 
against the No. 2 House Republican leader, alleging' 
campaign financial disclosure violations. In a · new 
complaint flied with the House ethics committee, 
Arkansas Democratic Rep. Bill Alexander said h·is 
new charges, together with 670 pages of supporting 
documents, should motivate the panel to open an · 
· official preliminacy investigation of Gingrich. . An 
independent law firm hired by the committee to look 
into the Gingrich case reported last week that it had 
found no reason to go forward with such an inquiry, . 
suggesting that the panel might be ready to drop the 
ethics case. The committee is tentatively scheduled 
to meet again on Tuesday 
Koch 'imprudent' says 
Chinese Cons·ul 
. New York (AP) - China's . Consul General· has, 
angrily rejected Mayor.Edward I. Koch's sugges- . 
tion that he defect, the mayor disclosed Wedenes-
day. Koch made the suggestion ln an bct.2 letter -
to Weng Fupei protesting China's attack on'. dem-
on~trators in Beijing. · He accused China of cov-
ering up a massacre and ended his letter by 
saying, ~I urge you to defect and seek asylum here 
ih the United States and then to tell the truth" 
about what happ·ened. Weng replied Friday that 
Koch's letter is"hereby rejected on account of the 
insulting langua,ge used in its last paragraph," 
and said Koch was imprudent to urge him to 
defect. 
._ Seyen i~4icted' in 
·passp9rt ring. 
N~tv York .(Reuters) - seven persons, including 
four'US Passport Office ·employees, were indicted 
by a federal gr~d)ucy Wedenesday for conspir-
ing to sell fraudulently issued passports. The 
defendents were accused in the 28-count indict- · 
ment with selling more thc,tn 2300 passports foi: 
prices ranging from $5,QO0 to $25,000 between 
1985 andl989. The indictments identified six of 
the purchasers, all of whom had Ru1:,sian names. 
\ ' : ,, 
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J~an Wallen fights pro-choice atlast Monday's debate. (Mike 
Paraham phot~) 
Abortion debated 
By Alys~ DeVito 
· There \,Vere no picketers, 
. no angiy demonstrations and 
no arrests. Rather there was 
an rational dispute on Monday 
night at the abortion debate, 
_hosted by UNH Debate and 
~ Forensics Society. . 
Both sides were given equal· 
opportunity to state an open-
ing speech, , time to answer . 
questions directed by the stu-
dent panel of questioners and 
to give a rebuttal, and as time 
DEBATE, PAGE 21 
· The Reve1remLCl John c·. Rank~ argued for ~he Anti-Choice 
side ol the abortion debate (Mike P&rllham, photo). . . -' ., 
Future tuition -hike possible 
By Bob Durling 
A mid-year tuition hike is 
'being considered as a means to 
cope with a potential cut-back 
in the state funds given to the 
university, according to 
University -System of New 
Hampshire Chancellor Claire 
Van Uinmersen. 
UNH Executive Vice Presi-
dent Gus Kinnear said that at 
present, there's a "50-50 
chance" that a raise in tuition 
will occur for next seinester. 
The possible hike would 
only affect in-state students, 
because· out-of-state tuition is 
as high as it can be to still 
attract students, according to 
Kinnear. 
The pos~ible tuition raise 
, is one of many options cur-
rently ~Ing looked at by the 
UNH administration to prepare 
foraprobable·cutinsfateaid to 
the university. 
. A letter dated October 6 
was sent to Van Umme:i-sen 
- fromGovernorJuddGregg, NH 
Senate President William S. 
Bartlett anq NH Speaker of the 
House W. ;Douglas Scamman, 
Jr. It asked her to make contin-
gency plans for theoretical 5 
percent and 10 percent_reduc-
tions in state appropriations to 
the university system. 
State appropriation make , 
up '3a percent, or $56 million, 
of the university system's tptal 
education and general bu~get 
of $155. 5 million this fiscal 
year, according to_ Arthur 
Grant, secre'taiy of the Univer- -
sity System. _ That budget 
·doesn't include auxiliaiy serv"'.'_ 
lees, such · as dorms, -health 
services, dining ·}!alls, book 
stores, and the lik.e, .~ccording . -
to Grant. ·, 
The 5 percent cuUhatVan 
Ummersen was asked to pre;_ 
pare for would thus slash $2.8 
million from the education and 
general budget, while the 10 _ 
percent cut would remove $5.6 
million from· that b_tidget. Van 
Ummersen said~ 10 percent 
"''' ' ', , @ . 
• Rainforests, · and the destruction of them, was GAIA's focus this week. 
(Michelle_ Adam, photo) · 
-Rainforest· awarenes$ week concludes 
By Ishi Niyama· Burdett 
· Today marks _ the end of 
Rainforest Awareness Wee~. 
sponsoredbyGAIA. whosegoal _-
was to promote higher aware-
ness among faculty and stu-
dents at UNH. 
The week included several 
educational events such as · 
movies and speakers, and there 
will be a concert Sunday to 
benefit the Progressive Student 
Network. · 
1\vo strokes in a row of bad 
luck caused a set-back to 
GAIA's original plans. 
On Tuesday a slide show 
provided by the Rainforest 
Action Network was sched-
uled to be shown in- Horton, 
but the network's building was 
destroyed in San Francisco's 
earthquake last week, accord-
ing to GAIA co-founder Flo 
Reed. 
As a result they were not 
able to send the slides. In re-
placement the movie The Em-
erald Forest., depicting life in- · 
side a rainforest, was shown · 
on video. 
On Wednesday· night a 
movie about the Australian · 
rainfores,t was · scheduled to 
be presented in the MUB, but 
Reed saiq the tape was "bor-
. rowed" by an unknown par1y 
and its whereabouts w~ts · 
upknown. 
As a compensation a vicleo 
about the Greenhouse Effect 
was shown. 
Reed expressed confi-
dence that David Silverberg, 
the speaker scheduled to . 
appear at Hamilton Smith last 
night, would not let GAIA 
down. 
-Silverberg works on rn in - -
forest issues with both Ea r lh 
RAIN FOREST, PAGE 21 
Women engi:rieers recognized . 
Selectedfrom amo,ng thirteen regionar chapters 
By Stacy Grugnale . . 
· The Society of Women outstanding student activities. . The UNH chapter, a]ong 
Engineers (SWE), a flourishing According to Melissa with the University of Massa:. -. 
student organization at UNH, Salmon, . UNH chapter presi- chusetts, was chosen from the 
was recently chosen from dent, SWEisanationalorgani- northeast region to be recog-
among 13 regional chapters for zation with chaP.ters in colleges 
an award in recognition of its • . across the Unit~ States. . ENGINEER. PAGE 23 
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· East Ge·rman-leader . 
\ says Berlin -Wall stays 
. I 
Berlin (AP) ., New leader Egon Kreqz saic:l 
Wedenesday he will let East Germans travel abroad 
mor~ freely but made clear the Berlin Wall, a scar 
on the city for nearly three decades. will not come 
down. In further signs_ the communist nation is 
moving toward at least limited reform, the official 
news agency ADN carried a series of reports that 
included a news conference by police to address 
accusations of brutality and a dispatch quoting a 
prominent dissident. Tens of thousands of young, 
skilled workers have fled to West Germany since 
-September amid throngs of protesters ·fill the 
streets at home to demand democratic reforms in 
this rigid society. 
Report says. ~afat_ -
ordered. bombings· 
Jeruslaem (AP) - An offical report made 
available Wedenesday said Yasser Arafat's guer-
rilla faction had ordered 12 bombings and attacks 
on Israeli civilians since the PW chairman prom-
ised in December to abandon terrorism. Groups 
affiiated with the Palestine Lil;,eration. Or-ganiza-
tion carried out 18 infiltrations or rocketattacks 
across Israeli's borders in the same period, the 
report said. Yigal Carmon, Prime MinisterYitzhak 
Shamir's anti-terror adviser, prepared the report , 
and provided a copy to The Associated Press. It 
corp.es at a time when Isreal and the U.S. are at 
.odds over PLO involvement in peace efforts and 
coincides with a campaign against the U.S. dia:.. 
logue with the PLO begun IO months· ago, soon 
after Arafat renounced terrorism. 
' ~- . 
Poland · police disband Czech pre~ier backs 
private .. units . limi'ted reform. 
Warsaw, Poland _(AP) -·The secret ~lice will Vie,nna(i\P): : :czechoslovakia's prime min-
. disband undercover units and tum off list:ning de- ister-said Wedinesday he supports broad democ-
vices to try to win back "public acceptance and racy.and economic reform, ·but he ruled out any 
prestige," and.a place in Poland's reforms, command- · dialogue between his hard-"line communist gov-
ers said Wedenesday. Fr~ed from watching opposi- _emment and independent :huma,n rights or, re-
tion activists - many now hold .posts in the east bloc's · form groups. Ladislav Adamec also indicated there . 
first non-communist g9vernment .- ~ecurUy forces w;n be no official r,e.interpretation soqn of the 1968 
can tum to fighting an al~nµing . ri~e · in, pfop,erty events in C~echos~ovakia; dutihg w,hich the .re-
criQ1.es spawned by Poland's economic crlsis.. . · . for:rhs of Alexander Dubcek, then the communist 
·Khadafy to_ open 
meetings with U.S. 
Cairo (Reuters) - Col. Moammar Khadafy, the 
Libyan leadtr, said in an interview published Wedenes-
day that he is willing to open talks with Washington 
to end years of hostility. "We have nothing against 
· opening discussions with the U.S. in any place they 
choose," . he told Egypt's political , weekly al-Mus-
sawar ... We have no-preconditions except making this 
dialogue public." Repeated US accusations that 
Libya promoted international terrcrism led to a seri- . 
ous deterioration of relations toward the end of 1985. 
leader, were.~rushed by.,iSoviet-led Warsay,_~act 
invasion. Ata news conference Winding up a two-
day visit, Adamec repeated charges that Westem 
media such as the US-:funded Voice of America . 
· help to organize illegal antigoyernment demon-
, strations in. Pragu~. , 
.. / 
NATO urges Soviets to 
cut tactical arms 
Vilamoura, Portugal (AP) :. NATO defense 
ministers urged the Soviets Wedenesday to · re-
duce their short-:range nuclear arsenal and cau-
tioned the West against dropping its guard be- . 
cause of the trend toward liberalization in Eastern 
Europe. The US defense secretary, Richard Ch-
eney, and the other defense chiefs welcomed 
Moscow's offer of µnilateral cuts in conventional 
forces~ but said those would have little effect.on · 
the Warsaw Pact's nuclear capabilities. In a state-
ment ending a two-day semiannual meeting of the · · 
Western alliance's Nuclear Planning Group, the 
ministers "called ag~ih on the Soviet Union to 
reduce unilate~lly Us short-range missile sys-
tems to current NATO levels.~ · ~ · ) , · , t . 
THE FACTS ABOUT SAFE .RIDE.S:~, 
-- helps to prevent drinking and driving. 
-- is a sudent-run organization 
-- operates Fridays and Saturdays from 10:00PM - 2:0:0AM 
-~ serves Lee, 'Newmarke_t, Durham, Dov-er, Portsmouth and Madbury 
-- has a new office in the MUB, common office, ~m. 108 
. averages 4-calls per night 
--- does U's best to -serve UNH.:students -
-- always w~lcomes volunteer~ 
-- announces it's emergency cancellations on WUNH 
· I I I 'I 1.11 JI UIHl,1,11•■••-► . , 
He~p·preyent this!!! 
. ◄--■~11111111111111111 I I I. I 
Any comments or 
questions: 
call Kellie 862-5697 
· Cathy 862•5696 
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. Brook House, home of Field Experience, (Michelle Adam, photo). 
·fleld EXJ)erience: A wQyto 
gain both cash and credit · 
By Lisa A. Bast 
Work, get credits anti pssi- hot to do a field experience sition. 
bly get paid too. What more while attending UNH, said Besides all these other won-
could a student want? . Bense. · · · derful reasons, cold hard cash 
. Th~ UNH Field Experience . "Field Experience is a pro- and academic credits to boot 
· Program is a way in whioh .. gram which help~ students are two more irri'portant bene:-
students can'' do this. The . find, _and get c_redit fo_r; aca- . tits. . . . . . 
program connects students to ,demic~y related jobs while Orie of the best rewards a 
thecareerworldand.helpsthem , they are.still stude;nts," Bense student can gleem from this 
expl~retheiroccupationpossi- \s;l.id. . "Most stu- . program, believe it or not, is · 
bjlities. , . . dents 9~ work anyway, why finding out they c~·t stand 
I , In an effort t~ introduce , ~r0 t ;trytog~ts.oqiet.~ngrelated their major, according to 
th~ -p~g~ t? IJl0~e ~t_u,p_eri~s., '-~~ t_?~ir_d~g~~e,-'';,,, ,, 1 , , .. , , .. , ,,~ F~:r9l:yn:P~ge, ~~.r1fl1J?fP~ri-: 
on ·camP:u.s., · Carot,·Bense., · ' , This 0 :Pportnnity _giv~s ;,· · enee coordinator. :":'·' · .. '' • .. · 
manager of .Field -Experience, . students -~any added aqva~- - ·. "Students:are so thankful · 
has organized a "Halloween" 'bi.ges in choosing and then to find out they don't like the 
open house. · pursuing a ~areer. career they have chosen before 
. ~·>:~:,; We TREA'E you right" is According to Bense, stu- . theygraduate,"Pagesaid . . "Tiley . 
the slogan for the open house. td~nts c_an begin to apply what are Just' so . grateful they have 
\: )\fonday and Tuesday, they have already leame_d in the chance to ch~mge direc-
October 30 and 31, the .people ·theclassroom.Andmanytlmes tion." _ 
af -arook House, where- the · hands-on experience is much . Yet this situation ts -rarely · 
:offic€ is located, Sense will 'be . m9re exciting than classwork. the case. The Field Experience 
hari}ling out treats . and infor- . "Students_ also begin to program places approximately 
.m~itfon about the program. · learn what the :real,world is alL 80 students pe-r semester, and 
· "Ijustwantt~getourname about," Bense _said. G~duat- · · almosteveryonetumsoutwell. 
· put" and get the students to ing and plungmg right mto a ' Lisa . Fernald; a sepior 
~C>w about us," Bense said. "If career can, at µmes, be a ;shock communications major;:. has 
·tp.e .$tudents just know they to studei:its. . . _ . . . , taken advantage of the pro-
thel'l: :can make a choice." . Gettmg a Job while stiU in 
· ' --~ The -choice is· whether or schCi>ol can help ~ase that trim- · . FIELI) EXPERIENCE, PAGES· 
Willianison to host alcohol free •"Drink-Out'' 
By Ishi .Niyama Burdett 
. The funds for the event wiH use · 
up one-quarter of the· hall · 
director~s entire yearly budget · 
FRlDAY, OCTOBER 27 ·. 
··WOMEN'S ISSUE. WEEK __:_' Coffee . House-:feattirlng wome 
artists~ Devine Niche, 8 p.m. -·y 
·SATURDAY, OCTOBER ~8 
AMERICAN INDIAN SEMINAR- Guest _sp~akers and exhibit 
; from across nortpern New -england o,n a. variety of Nativ 
.American topics, ranging from tipi life., etiquette.and· customs 
to traditional an_d contemporary dr~ss.~ l:Ian;iiJton Smith, noo 
to 5 p.m., free, donations accepted . . 
FOOTBALL-vs. Bo$ton Univer~ity. Field House-, 12:30 p.m 
FOLK.ART APPRAISAL DAY - "Collecti,ng and Appraising Fol 
Art," George Micha~L Room A2 l 8, . University Art Galleries, 
to 4 p.m. · ' · 
WOMEN'S SOCCER - vs, Yale, 2 p.m . 
MEN'S HOCKEY - vs. Vermont Sn!vely Are'I'1a, 7 p':m. 
SUNDAY: OCTOBER 29 · 
' \' 
MUSO ,FI.LM _:_ "The Shining." Str~ord Room, MUB, 7 & 9:3 
p.m. 
FACUL'IY CONCERT SERIES - The Hampshire Consort 
Atrium, EOS Building, 8 p.m. 1 
M;0ml4Y', oc-tqBER 3'0, · 
TALK-' "Cooperatives and Their Place in the Community." I 
recognition . of National Coop Month. Don · Grueggemann 
Manager, State Street Food Coop, Concord.. Room 207-
Murkland, 7p.m. 
TRAD_ITIONAL ~AZZ SERIES - Peanuts Hucko, c.Iannetis · 
-~tiili" 1:irl1c ~teecte& ort' ~i>et.abeft~e Torrf cali£rif·1ii61 ;~ 
Strafford room MUB, 8 p.in., general $5', students· & ·seriii)' .. 
$3. Tickets at ·MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290, M-F 10 a.m~- \ 
p.m . 
rtJESDAY, OCTOBEli 31 
. &QCIOLOGY / ANlliROPOLOGY-COLLOQUIUM- "Reflection 
on Res_~arch and Teaching in India, · 1989: An Inform.µ Pre~ 
entation," Professor Deborah Winslow. Room 439, Horton 
· 12:40 to 2 p.m. · · 
COLLOQUIUM - "Dtugs vs. Diet in C~:mtrol of Hypertension 
. How Will We. Know?.':' Robin Gorsky, . Ph.D.-, Dept. of .Heal 
' Management and Policy. Solarium, University Club, H 
flouse, 2 to 3:30 p.m. · · · 
I , . . ,, , . . 
MEN'S SOCCER .,- vs. ~eene State College. Field House, . 
p.m. 
SUBMIT INFORMATION TO THE OFFICE OF 
, STUDENT ACTIVITIES ·-IN THE MUB. CALL .. : : 
862-1524 FOR FORMS AND-DEADLINES. 
.ttaye you been dying to . . The floor with ~e most 
throw.a pie in your R.A. 's face? people who successfully pass 
Now'syourchance.AtWilli~-.1, 1!1e tes~-;~Uwin a 50 !:lollar gift 
son Hall's Drink-Out tonight .-~c~rtifl.tat.e, tC?· Dornh:1o's Pizza, 
you ~an pay 25 cents to throw courtesy of the hall gove.m-· 
-a pie at your favorite William- ment. 
for dorm activities, according · --------------•--•-------to Bullock. · 
· son R.A. or 50 cents to throw Sixth floor R.A. Mik~ 
,orie at the hall director. .. Carchia and Williamson , Hall 
Williamson's second an- Director Stacia Bullock expect 
nuai Drink-Out will include aU 1 . there will be a good f~mout flt 
sorts of activities, such as the event. · Bullockhopes 
musical ~ntertainment, the · for_atleast 70 people to partici-
game Win, Lose or Draw, the pate in all .the activities. 
D<;1ting Game, the movie "Ani- "The message we're trying 
mal House,~ magic shows and to send is that you can, have-
mocktails (fancy, non-alcoholic fun without alcohol," said Bul-
drinks). lock. "The whole purpose is to 
The hall government will ·have an alcohol-free evening. 
eJso be selling hot d(?gs.~ · · Our biggest risk is that it is 
.,. · · At . the end of the .. night, taking place on Halloween 
_v,()lunteers will be able to take a weekend." 
·qreathallzer test aqministered . _ The event was org~ized 
hy one ofth~.-¥.'s~ . · · "'· ·\· .,.- bf·~ , t~:_,-Williamson 'R.A's. , 
:, .,, ' ~. ,\ 
~ ! . 
Michael . Berg~ron, vice- it goes on to say, "Oh yeah, by right. l finally get to ~ stay at 
president of Williamson Hall · -the way there's the Williamson school for a whole weekend 
Government, said the Drink~ Drink-Out Friday Night .... " and I'm not gonna waste it. I'm 
Out "went over really well last Bergeron said he put the gonna get drunk.'" 
year. But it wasn't as well: · bµlletin . board· up Tuespay · . . Carchia said the drinlpng 
advertised. This year I think night and it had already been · situation in · Williamsori "'is 
there's a lot more mot,ivation ripped down twice byWednes- . usuallyµn9er<:ontrol, but there 
and enthusiasm, arid we're • day afternoon. When asked who are times when it gets out of \ 
.· concentrating more . on publ.i-' he thought had done it, he hand.~ 
cizing it." . said, "residents, -immature 
· A bulletin board · advertis- • ones." . 
ing the Drink-Out in the inain Bergeron said the general 
lobby o( Wipiamson sarcasti- conceilsus in the dorm is posi-
callyreads: 11iECHALLENGE: tive towards the Drink-Out,, 
can you stay sober for one although some carry negative 
night?" · · · • attitudes. -"Some of the floors 
A sign on the sixth floor are really psyched abqut it," he 
sta~s.out readil::i•g "S~~ 1b~n said, ~and.so,me are like, 'yeah,_ 
; I •'! I J 1 • 
' , ' 1'.,' , , . 1, ,' ·, • ' I I ·. 
\ 
• , • ,, r • • ~ , ~ • , , , , · • 
' ' ( ;, ' • ~ I ,iJ 1' ' • • <- , ~ • ' ,r- •, ' •, ! 
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What are you going to be for HallOween? 
- . ' ~ 
· "Asleep most likely . . · Doing 
homework. I'm not doing Ha-
fuween thls year. I wanted to 
be Roseanne Barr. I thought it 




"I honestly don't know. I'm 
supposed to go to a Halloween 
party tomorrow night. so it gives 
me one full day to come up with 
something other than a pirate." 
Matt Hubbard 
Leisure Management and 
Tourism 
Junior ., 
. "Probably a tree." 
· Rich Cassin 
qvn ~ngin~ering 
Senior 
"I'm going to be· a ca1:1dy corn. I 
· love candy com and l always get 
psyched for this time of year be- • 
cause it's the only time· y~u can 
buy them in the store." · · 
Suzanna Party 
E_conomics 
. Senior , 
T E C H N:_o L O G Y · S ·o C I E T Y. A ·N O U A L U E S ( T S U.·) M I N o. R -------------'-----------'----------_;,_ ____ _ 
C O. U R S E S O F F E R E D S P R' I H .·G - -1 9 9 0 
. -
Ch E 410 Survey of Curr,nt Energy and Pollution ContrQI Tech . 
01 MWF 9:10-10, W 4:10-5 Kingsbury 319 · staff 
Ci E 520 Enviromental Pollution and Protection--A Global Context 
'. 01 TTR 8: 10-9:30 Kingsbury M227 Jomes Ma Hey 
Cmn 455 Introduction to Mass Communication . 
02 MWF 12:10- l Horton.4 ·.·I Josh /Meyerowitz 
04 TTR 3.:40-5 Parsons L 101 : William. Husson 
E. C 635 Contempory Conservation Issues 
01 MF 3:1~5 · James 303 
E C 702 Natu.ral Resources Policy 
01 WF 2:10-4 . · James 208 
HMP 40l U.S. Health Care Systems . 
Ol MWF 9:10-10 Ham-Smith 216 
, 02 TTR l l: 10-12:30 Nesmith 205 
INCO 401 Nuclear'War -·· 
staff 
· John Carroll · 
Lee Seidel · 
Bleen ONeil 
01 TR ll;·l0-12:30 W l:10-2 'Spaulding 19 Nevin & Fuld 
Nursing 670 lssl,fes in H~alh_ .Care for the Aged 
, 01 T 4:10~7 . . ·. Murkland 207 · Rae-line Shippee-Rice' 
Philosophy 424 Sci~nce, Technology, and Society ' 
01 MWF 11:10-12 Ham-Smith 18 TimmTripplet 
02 MWF 3:10-4 Ham-Smith 18 · · Timm'Tripplet · 
. Philosophy 447 Computer Power and Human Reason 
O 1 TTR 9-:40- 11 Ham-Smith 41 Paul McNam·ara 
02 TTR ·1 l-12:30 , Ham~Smith 42 Paul McNamara 
03 TTR 3:40-5 Ham-.Smith 41 Paul McNamara 
_ 04 TTR 2-3:30 Ham-Smith 18 Drew Christie· 
Philosophy,630 Philosophy of Natural Science 
01 TTR 11-12:30 . Ham-Smith 41 Val Dusek · 
· Philosophy 660 Law, Medicine and Morals 
- 01 MWF l-2 Ham-Smith 42 Tim Tripplet 
Technology 583 rechnological Systems . · 
-. 01 MWF l: l 0-2 TR 4-5 · Kingsbury 251 Alden Winn 
~ ' 
For Information on TSV Minor: 
See TSV Coordinator Val _Dusek 
Ham-Smith 45 / 862-3076 or · 
TSV Associate Coordinator : 
John Carroll 
James 215 862-3940-
, ·~ -. ·.:": :_-._ ~ -~ ~·:>.i _· ·-·: :~~ ~:\~'-' _' .' :~_·:_ :_ ·-"· : ·_ >> :---_ .. ·.\-:· .. --.'., ... ~·: 
',.,.., 
, \ , \ , , t · t • , ~J • 1 · • :,. l .... 
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Wom~ns' Week raises · Notices gender con~roversy 
Negative aspects disCusseci. 
By Laurie Jackman 
7fhemes from lesbianism 
to females in pornography 
were discussed this week as 
the upper quad sponsored 
programs each ·night on· 
women's issues. 
The outline for the ·pro-
grams was organized by Amy 
Skinder, an assistant hall 
director and two resident 
~ssistant~. ' 
Other hall directors, 
guest speakers and perform-
ing gi;oups contributed to the 
various programs. 
Tuesday's program en-
titled "Forming Relationships" 
took place at 7 p.m. in Ran-
dall Hall, and dealt with the 
difficulties and successes of 
forming and 'sustaining 
healthy intimate relation-
ships. 
. The program was pre-
sented by Sawyer Hall Direc-
tor Colleen Sullivan who 
stressed the importance . of 
caring, commitment and 
communication in relation-
ships. 
Open discussion ' along 
Wth clips froin recent televi-
s-ion shows and movi@s helped 
deptct Sullivan's point. . · . . . 
"Most marriages or rel~- · 
tionships, from what I have 
read, break down from a.lack 
of communication," said Sul-
livan. 
According to Sull-ivan, a 
proportioned blend of inti-
macy, passion and .commit-
ment from both partners is 
essential tomaintainahealthy 
relationship. , . 
"These programs are 
meant to · stress women's is-
sues," said Skinder. "They are 
made to help.women feel more 
pride in being a woman and 
being more assertive, and to 
help them along." 
Skinder said · that · •th~ 
programs were not in direct 
response to the rash of as-
sa1,1lts on or around campus 
this s.emester. · 
Instead, said Skinder, 
they were more specifically de-
signed to respond to the diffi-
culties of living with some of 
the negative aspects of life 
associated with being a -
woman . 
· Tonight, the Upper-Quad 
is sponsoring a Coffeehouse 
at 8 p.m. in the Devine Niche. 
Among those . performing will 
l:>e the Notables and Cindy 
Garthwaite. · 
t©.. -,.--There will als,0 be ,tarot 
1 card readings for $ i. 00 at the 
Coffeehouse. All proceeds f-i-om 
the readings will be donated 
to a shelter to aid battered 
women. 
Safe Rides moves 
ACADEMIC 
. GRAMMAR HEIP SESSIONS: Oppor-
tunity for students to learn to recognize and 
fix common grammatical errors. Student-
. base? agenda: there will be no planned 
lesson___:_we will deal with specific student· 
questions. Tuesdays, Room 21, Murkland, . 
6.:30-7:30 :p.m. 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
OPEN SKATING AT SNIVELY ARENA: 
Begins October 28, Sat/Sun l:30p.m._-3:30 
p.m.; Mon/Wed/Fri noon-2 p.m., Tue/Thr 
12:30 p.m.-2 p.m. StudenUD's or Recrea-
tion passes good for any open skating; guest 
passes may be purchased only on week-
ends. Adults $2.50; Children $1.50. Infor-
mation: Rec. Sports, 862-203,1 
GENERAL 
MUB MINI~COURSE INSTRUCTORS 
NEEDED: For Spring Semester: new ideas 
welcome ~ have fun and eam some mon~y 
too! Apply at Student Activities Program-
ming, (862-1001), 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Dead- ' 
line - December 1. 
· WORSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP: Spon-
sored by United Campus Ministry. Join us 
for worship and a time for fun and 'fellow-
ship. Su,nday, October 29, Waysmeet Prot-
estant Student Cent~r, 7 p.m. 
ROLLER SKATING PAR1Y: Sponsored 
oy--Hillel, JewiS~fStude~\ Organization. Ice , 
cream sundae party afteJWards. Wednes-
day, November 1, Happy Wheels in 
Portsmouth, 6 p.m. (Meet at MUB main 
entrance) 
_ PHISH CONCERf: Sponsored by New 
Hampshire Outing Club. PHISH's ·eclectic 
brand of music draws cleverly from styles as 
diverse as funk, blues, and various forms of 
Jazz to calypso and bluegrass: Thursday, 
November 2, Gnµ1ite State Room, MUB, 8 
p.m., !5 in advance, $6 at the door. , 
NHOC SKI SALE: Hug~ savings on brand 
new and used ski equipment . . Skis, boots, 
bindings and poles (downhill and cross coun-
try), clothing accessories. Wed. Nov. 8, 8:30 . 
- a.m. -6 p.m.; Thurs. Nov. 9, 8:30 a.m.-6 
p.m.; Fri. No~. 10, 10 a.m.-7 p.m.; Sat. Nov. 
11, 8:30 a.m._:._5 p.m. Granite State Room,, 
MUB. . 
USHERS NE-EDEQ: For a spec.ial 
children's performance o(Momix on Mo.nday, 
November 20th at 11 :00 a.m., Johnson Thea-
ter. Call 862-3227 or stop by Celebrity Series 
office, Room 105, Huddleston Hall. 
HEALTH 
ALCOHOLICSANONYMOUSMEETINGS: 
Closed meeting-open to those "who have a 
. desire to stop drinking" only: closed Step 
meeting on Friday. Mon.day through Friday, 
Rm. 20 lA. Conference Room, Health Service 
<;enter, noon to 1 p.m. 
AL-ANON SUPPORf GROUP MEETING: 
Mondays, l_foom 222, Medical Library (2nd 
Floor), Health SeIVice Center, noon-1 p.m. 
OEA (OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS) 
SUPPORfGROUPMEETING:Tuesdays, Room 
20 IA, C?nference Room (2nd Floor), Health 
Servi.Ce Center, 1-2 p.m. , 
WOMEN'S HEALTH: . Monday, October 
~30, Scott HaH, 9 p.m, 
· HIV TESTING AND .COUNSELING: . 
Anonymous,,anq ~orifidential: available at the 
Office of Health Education and Promotion. 
Mon 9-3; Tues. 9-1. Call ext. 3823 for arr 
appointment. 
MEETINGS 
STUDENTS FOR CHOICE MEETING: 
Help keep abortion safe and legal. Mondays, 
Room 214, Hamilton Smith, 7:30-9 p.m. 
PEER SUPPORr GROUP FOR SURVI"' 
to ~'power alley'; ·· . 
. , Relocation is "unexpected" 
UNH INTERCOLLEGIATE HORSE VORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT: Sponsored by 
SHOW: Students from surrounding colleges SHARPP. An on-going support group, corifl-
By . Linda H)'lltt compete in various flatand jumping classes. dential and free of charge! Information: sHARPP 
Safe Rides, a student run Althou __ gh·themoveputs-r.e Saturday, November 4, UNH Light Horse 862~2050or862-l 743. Wednesdays, MUB: 7-
d f d
. ct1i Barns, 9 a~m.-5 p.m. 8·30 p m - ' 
an un ed Service which-pro- Rides out of order for a few · · · · ~ · ·; · 
th d th " MOVIE NIGHT .. Th F SUBMIT .INFORMATION TO THE OF-vides "safe" transportation for hours, therno __ vewasrompleted 
ose un er e influence of in time for _ the organization to : e risco Kid." al h . 1 d Sponsored b H"ll 1 Tu d N b . FICE OF STUDENT ACTMTIES IN THE co o or rugs. was surprised open its doors at io p.m. as r 1 e. es ay, ovem er 7, 
F
, ·d aft Merrimack R MUB 6 30 f MUB. CALL_· 862-1524 FOR FO_· RMS AND n ay ernoon when their usual _on Friday. oom, , : p.m., ree . . 
f]
fi 
1 - DEADLINES. 
t:> 1cewas unexpectedly moved Kellie McGrath, chairper- ~:;:~~d:i~~~~:'~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!~J 
frorri the Health Edueation '. son of Safe Rides, said that she analysis ·and administration, --=====~~~~ ..... ~--------=::::::=:::: 
Resourc~ roo~inHealth SeIV- feU itwas good that the·organi- said that Safe Rides' was not 
1
' 
. ices to the Cpmmon Office in . zation establish an office in the given notice of the move be-
the MUB. MUB so that students will real- cause Telecommunications 
. Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo, ize that Safe Rides is more of a was not given \my no'tice ·from 
l advisor of Safe Rides, said that student organization and is not the New England telephone 
although :the move was sur- ,tied into campus security. technician. -
prising, it wasn't all unex- Although Safe Rides office "As soon as we were noti-
pected. ' has been moved into the com- fled that the ·technician was 
The ·move had been re- monofficealongwithfourqther here we got right _on it," said 
quested earlier in the semes- organizations, McGrath said Mullholand. "We considered 
te.r but because of the strike at that she felt' the publicity will this an emergency situation, 
New England telephone, a time be well worth it. and acted accordingly~ Overall, 
hadn't been designated t~-ac- Dennis O'Brien, a member I thought the move went pretty 
tually move the phone system, of Safe Rides, said that he felt smoothly." Jon at h a n 
said Gildea-Dinzeo. the move was a positive one. Garthwaite, chairperson of 
Gildea-Dinzeo was sur- · "Because we are a student Student Activity Fee Council, 
prised Friday when she found funded organization we should · said that the move had been 
qut tha_t the move was taking be with -the rest of the student scheduled for months in order 
place. ·. . :. , ·· ·. ·,: . organizatio,ns, that way people toincreasevisibilityandacces-
''; "I cam~"'ba~,k -'.t9.:_ Il}y.qftlc~ wi\t, ~ave . ~xposure to -us and sibility to Safe-~des. 
!tom an emergency visit ·and know what we _ are'," s'aid "Safe Rides is in, said 
ri'f0·1k~~J\~¾ftf1~1;,;.4~:J~~NrJiili'd1antl:: axi&1- ·· ~!h~i:~~;:'~n~t; 
moved," said Gilclea-Dinzeo. ,. nator of Telecommunkations Oona lot more accessible." 
·TOM CHAPIN 
Multifaceted folk-singe,: 
song write,; TV /Jost, 
pe,Jorms a 11zatinee for 
young people m-,d rm 
e1){?11fng concert of O/Jl711 
/Jearte~I blues and /xi/lads. 
J \ 
· 3 and 8 PM 
OCTOBER 28 . 
'... 
VISIT OUR BOX OFFICE, OR CALL 
~OR TICKETS: TICKET_MASTER (603) 626-5000. 
:. THE 1\1USIC· HALL 
~ POH'l"Hl\'IOUTH NH , , , , 'M 
. _ , --~ -2~ _Ches1nu1 Street• Portsmouth, N.H. (603) 436·2-l00 ~ 
?::'" . 1:-t:'1;,J'.~~:.:~·~ ,- ,:c':;-•,,,;•;,_,:,.-.•.,,-.:::,,-'. · 
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By Kristen Waelde 
"Can I haf anutha beer, pleez?" Yecch! The-bar's 
all wet. Now I'm all wet. _ Who cares? Not me. Oh good, 
lily beer. Nice head on it. 
Just wipe some facial oils in it. · All gone. "Oops." Spilled--
it. Damn. _ 
What's SHE looking at? .. Sony." Oops, I got it on her 
pants. Now she'll never get them off. Could they be ~ 
little bit more up her butt? "Nice tight jeans, bimbo." 
She heard me. She'll get over it. Where's Squig? Boy, -
there's lotsa people here. '"Oh, hi. Yeah. I'm fine. Why?" 
What's this guy's name. I forget. Oh, well. Where's 
Squig? Hmm. I wonder where she is. I think I'll dance. 
There's Melissa. "Meliss, les dance, kay? _ Meliss. 
Melissl!I" Oops, wrong person. What a bitch. I gutta 
pee. I'll get a beer first. MMM. Old Milwaukee, love,it. 
"Hi. Yeah, iss me again. Can I hafiumtha beer? -
Mine spilt. Thanks." He's cute. _ There's Melissa. Make 
sure this time, Kristen. Tap. Tap. ..Melissa!! Iss-youll 
Wanna dance? Dontcha think that guy is cute?- No, I 
don't haf beer goggles ori?" - Bitch. Who assed her 
a~yway? Where's Squig? I'm goin to talk to him, that 
hot guy. Be ·cool, Kristen, be cool. No, wait. Go to the 
bathroom first. Fix your hair. Nab, forget it. Cute guy 
-ume . . Be sexy. Forget it. I'm gonna be sick. ._1 Oh~ God. 
Where's the bathroom? Move, I'm gonna blow chow. 
' Ruri. "Sgu~g!I Where have you been? Les smoke some 
banana peels." Kristen, find tpe bathroom. False alarm. 









·= .. .. . 
4 
NOV. 2nd - 8:00 PM 
Granite State Room 
MUB 
Advance ·tickets ·$5 at_ MUB ticket office 
$6 at the door . 
j-/ostea 6y: 'J{g,w 9-{ampsliire Outing C(u6, ~iresiae, Coalition 
for tlie 9-{omeless, Coo{-5-lid, (j5.II 5-l, PS9-l (jreat 'Bay ~ood _ ·
Coon, 5-lmnesty Internationaf. 
r _ , Sponsor~tf _,6y '1{9-(0C \ 
FIELD EXPERIENCE, 
continut~d_ from page 5 
-r 
gram more than once. ffiis 
past summer she worked at 
1003 FM, WHEB and received 
two credits for it. She had 
worked -there the summer 
before and this summer she 
got credit for it. 
The field experience 
ranges from one to four cred-
it~. and the ideal number of 
hours Bense would like to see 
studentsworkis l0perweek. 
However, the credits are in no 
way related to the number of 
hours a student works. 
"You can't really equate 
hours with learning," Bense 
said. 
.. It was definitely a great 
experience," Fernald said. 
"Especially because the com-
munications department does 
not really offer enough hands-
on experience. This gave me 
the experience to use when I 
do have a job." 
"I wotild tell anyone to 
take advantage ofit," Fernald 
said . . 
This is exactly the mes- . 
sage Bense is trying to relay 
to the students, although 
there is never any pressure 
involved if a student does not 
want to . . 
said. 
.. Wedon'twantstudentsto 
do anything that is no l right for 
Oiem. We want people to feel 
theycanjust come in and talk 
about it," said Bense: 
Bense certa i 11 ly doesn't 
want ariyone to feel they have 
been dragged in ... Doy, that's 
the last thing in the world we 
eve:rwant to-happen to anyone · 
came in• our door. H 
Senior Karen Magner never 
· felt pressured and was glad 
she took advanbg~ oft he pro-
gram. She worl-:c :· : for the 
Nordbloom Comp:rny in Burl-
ington; Mass. this past sum-
mer and loved it. 
"It was fant:-is l:r' ." ~fagner 
said. "I had a p:;-, -:: t time. It 
definitely helped i"11r~ · clecicle-
what I want to cln :-1 1 • - : ,r-:vc 1: ,,. 
a direction_. I know : ,- ccrtai:1 
the things I do w;uit to go into 
and the things I clon't want to 
do." 
Magner also s;•ti , J l he expe-
rience helped imprn~,'c her res-
ume because it 1 ; :-t! :· · ·;,, :cl clo\\'n 
what she ~anted ! n ( : \! phasi1.e 
in her objective. not need to get the job before 
.. rm taking a field experience the beginning of the semester. 
again next semester," said . "We have some leeway as to 
Magner. how far into the semester a 
The field experience pro- student can get a job and reg-
gram is run like anyother class, ister," Bense said. 
except students go . to work . -With all these option_s, 
instead of class. The _student Bense feels there really is not 
can take between one and four way any student can not at 
credits, depending upon what least find out if the program is 
they work out with their em- for them. "Call us up and we'll 
ployer, faculty spons~r and talktoyoµ. Youprobablyaren't 
advisor at the field experience · excluded )lO matter what any-
office. body says." · 
Studentskeeptrackoftheir . The office Js open ·from 8 
progress by submitting jour- a.m. to _ 4:30 p.m. five days a . 
nals, papers, projects, or a week. 
combination of all thr~e. to their 
faculty sponsor. 
To register for the field 
experien_ce, students must first 
have -a job. They can work out 
something with a job they al-
ready have or look to the people 
~t field experience to help them 
find one. 
According to Bense, ap-
proximately 2,000 businesses 
around the world are_ on their 
mailing lists. 
After the student is hired, 
they can then register for the · 




Tired of long lines at computer 
centers? You can avo·id all that _ 
· by renting an Apple Macintosh'" 
computer. It's affordabl<r (as little 
as $3.56 per 
day*). It's fast. 
And it's easy. 
Sn don't wait --
rent a Mac 
from us! ' "_ ------
University o-f 
"'ew Hampshire , 
BookstQre 
Hewitt Han, Durham, NH 
862-2140 
I\I ~fal"lnt11 .... I, i.-. a 1r:1t.lL"lll:1rk lin·n~t·d 1t1 Applt· (:11mpuh:~ In~ 
• Ba.-.c:d 1111 .-.t· n11.;.,1t·r rt·n1:il . \X ·t·t·kly & nHHllhlf rt·n1:1b :l\:iil:i l )k• 
• '•\'' I·' 
' ' : ' ' 
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Two profe$sors receive $327K 
·, 
grant for computer proposal 
By Glenn Sabalewski 
The National Science saie Hatcher. . 
Foundation (NSF) has provided - The n~d for increased 
_$327,000 fllilding to two· pro- speed in prob_lem-solving "is 
fessors associated with UNH to . seen as a strategic necessity 
pursue the proposal they pre- for the United States to be able 
sented to the NSF; Data Paral- to keep up," Hatcher said. "It is 
lel Programming on Diverse becoming difficult to make 
Architectures. normal computers run faster." 
. Accord_ing to Philip - Hatcher and Quinn 
Hatcher, assistantprofessorof communicate frequently· 
Computer Science at UNH, he through electronic mail and l-
and Michael-Quinn, currently 2 hours a week on the phone 
associate professor of Com- · Quinn said. 
puter Science at Oregon St~te Their separation does 
University, are trying to imple- cause some difficulties, Quinn 
ment C-Star (a computer Ian- admitted~ Howev~r he believes 
guage developed at Thinking they benefit from each having · 
Machines in Cambridge, Mass.) their own systems to work on, 
to be used for programming on and because of electronic mail 
· parallel computers. are keeping better records than 
Parallelcomputersare they did in the "old days" at 
a number of computers linked UNH. 
Quinn went on to, say 
that "Sequent", · the system he 
. uses at OSU, and 
together, Hatcher said. 
Hatcher ·: and Quinn, 
who formerly held the same 
position as Hatcher at UNH, 
will be funded for three years 
·with this $327,000, according · 
fo Quinn. · _ 
If successful, they will 
have developed a ·way to divide 
.majorprobleins in.to sub-prob-
lems to be worked on simulta-
neously by individual comput-
. ers within a parallel system, 
"N Cube", the system 
used at UNH, both have head-
quarters located in Oregon. 
Both Sequent and N Cube will 
allow them access to their fa-
cilities once their project is far 
enough along, according to 
Quinn. 
Both Hatcher and 
I 
Quinn see large benefits for · 
following this project through. 
· Hatcher believes the more re-
search h e does the more he will 
be able to teach his students . 
"We don't hope to de-
velop a product and sell it, we 
in tend to give it away and re-
ceive feedback on it," Hatcher 
added. 
Quinn said that mak- · 
ing parallel computers easier 
, to program will also benefit 
"ordinary people" who now are 
incapable of working with par-
allel computers. 
Ted Sparr, Chairman 
of Computer Science Depart- · 
ment at UNH, cited Hatcher as 
a "key member of the depart-
ment." 
He also said graduate 
and undergraduate computer 
science students will benefit 
from "interesting projects t9 
work on- leading to useful re-
sults for the community of 
. scholars in the parallel com-
puting field." 
Hatcher and Quinn's 
proposal was one of only six of 
the seventy-eight proposals 
submitted to NSF whicli re- · 
ceived funding, according to 
Hatcher. 
NEED TO GET A -
MESSAGE OUT TO 
THE -UNH 
COMMUNITY? 
wen,-The New Hampshire 
is _the best place to start! 
' . . 
For advertising information: 





.Durham, NH 03824 
The New Hampshire needs:· 
. .9L grap liic assistant 
✓ earn valuable ~xperience 
✓ express creativity 
·must be ab_le to work 
Monday's and some Sunday's. 
-{ contact:'l(j,m J{i{{ey 
A at 'I1ie g{g,w Jfampsliire 
_ · · 'M'l1'131(m. 151 
Call Now for our dass· 
schedule 
l-800-332-TEST 
We haven't closed our.eyes since we opened our business. Beta use in our business, one bad flower can spoil 
the whole bunch. And it-can happen in the blink of an ·eye. So at Garrison Hill, we don't know the meanmg 
of sleep. We're up before the crack of dawn to get the pick of the crop. Tirelessly weeding out the great glads 
from the bad glads, the fragrant freesia from the ones that stink. Keeping an eye out for the dandy daffodils, 
not the droopy ones. · . 
· Because when you've got a reputation for being a picky florist - and we do - you can't rest on your 
laurels ... or your roses or your· birds ,of paraclise or your calla lilies. Why do_ you think We spend all that time 
cultivating relationships with only the best suppliers, the ones who have the longest-lasting, the freshest and 
most varied selection of flowers? Why?! Because we're picky. . 
Bec;guse we think you shouldn't just pick flowers. You should pick a florist So be picky. Like us. 
Pick Ganison Hill! 
, 
I 
. ,, " J .. , f • / t ,,"" ... / J " ,· 
®' 11rrim ~ill gr111h1us11.i1e. 4\ 
835 Central Avenue • Dover, NH • 742-2060 W 




19,278to·choose fro~ - all subjects 
rder · Catalog Today with Visa/MC- or COD 
.. 800-351-0222 
in Calif. f213l 477-8226 
Or, rush $2 .00 ·to: Essays & Reports 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Custom research also a.vailable-all level~ 
~ 
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. I A!i/7l0tl9{Cl I 1 i . . 
the ·winners of the . 
Homecoming Contests 
FIQat CorJtest -:EAE/XQ $1000 
T-Shirt Contest Jessie Doe 
$too , ' 
Banner ·Contest Smith & Scott $50 
Costume Con'.test. · Mike Wolf ~ Hot air Ball.oar · 
Ride for Two 
Congratulati.011s to all the .winners 
and Thank,s to -all who ·participated , 
Special Thanks and ·appreciation to all 
Campus Activities Board (CAB) 
-Members 
-•~ Jim Batty · •~ 
.. Karen Kinne t MEr~1nrcyuBllr1·vyaannt ~ 
· 0 Stephanie Kiluk S 0 
Charlie Pierce Sally Lange .. 
Steve Roderick Gianna Palermino -
Kara Andosca Christine Carey 
Nancy '{alerio Wendy Moulton 
We Couldn't Have Done it Without YOU! 
• I ' , 
WHAT ABOUT MY .RIGHTS? . 
Do. the police always have_ to tell me my · . 
. _ miranda rights. when I'm arrested? · 
· Police are required to provide miranda 
warnings on_ly where they interrogate 
a defendant to obtain incriminating _ 
statements. Iµ mo~t cases, police do _ 
not need _a confession to obtain a 
conviction and the failure to provide 
· mirap.da warnings· is "not a defense. 
FREE LEGAL SERVICES 
Dwyer and Caramagno _ 
· Roo·m 131 MUB , 
1-800-422-6919 . 
sponsorea 6y 
. .Stuaent Senate 
9(m. 130 9vl'U'l3 
862-1494 . 
MORFOULAAND .STEVE · 
KARAVASILIS 
warmly thank:the students,.· 
faculty, and •citizens of Du.rham 
for th~ir patr_9nage and support 'Of -· 
'Jll51~ Wlll@©£'l ~U~~~ 
After twenty years of serving · 
the public in beautiful Durham,· 
we are,leaving with not a little 
sadness, but are taking with us 
. fond melTlories and many 
friendships. 
LAE . EYXAPI LTOYME . IIOA y , 
- Preregistration Blues? 
{ . ' 
UNH CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT 
HAS. SOMETHING TO TICKLE YOUR FANCY 
,IT'S NATIONAL CHEMISTRY WEEK--
WE'RE PUTTING ON A SHOW 
.· AND IT'S ALL FREE 
l' 
[l)IEI)!El1 . TUE?. OCT. ~1 and WED. NOV 1 
. - _ Parsons Hall (Doc Iddles) Lobby:10am-4pm 
fun with liquid nitrogen · oscillating reactions . 
crystal towers chemistriy pacmc!n 
glow-in-the-dark reactions synthesis of slime 
help build DNA · the chemistry of beer 
modern instrumentation superconductivity 
- bring questions for the Cher:nistry An~wer Person 
and MUCH, MUCH MOAE!! -
PLUS .. ~ ... evening entertainment--Parsons Hall · 
Rm. L 101 7-9· pm 
Oct 30 Mon. · Just when you thought it was safe to eat appl~s 
again: .Prof.. Bru_ce Ames (.on video) warns you 
about "natural" chemicals.in your peanut butter, 
mushrooms, beer, and toast in "Carcinogens, 
Anticarcinogens and Risk Assessment". 
Oct 31 Tues 
Nov1 Wed 
Open discusssion at end. · 
THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE NIGHT 
A demonstration show of chemical tricks and · 
treats. Join us for a Halloween warrhup. Prize 
·. f.or best chemistry--related cos_tume. 
MOVIE: Jeff Goldblum (The Fly) portrays 
Watson in "The Race for the Double Helix"' a 
· docudrama about the discovery of the structure 
of DNA. Decent detective story, including a. 
message about women in science. -And why is · 
everyone afraid of Linus Pauling? ... 
THE-NEW"HAMPSHIRE;FRIDA Y, ·OCTOBER 27 7989, PAGE 11 , 
Women's health issues revealed 
Workforce causes health change·s in 21st century 
By Barb Briggs 
Wom·en are advantaged _ and hypertension." 
relative to men in terms of Dr. Rodin definedmorbid-
mortalitybutdisadvcyitaged in ity as "general ill health or 
terms of morbidity. In other number of illnesses." · Women 
words they live longer but they are particularly disadvantaged 
are less healthy. . with respect to psychological 
That was the news pre- distress, especially depression 
sented by Dr. Judith Rodin in and anxiety. 
. her lecture "Women's Health: Among the reasons for the 
Issues on the Threshold of the · greater morbidity ifl women is 
21st Century." the gr~ater number of women 
Dr.· Rodin spoke as part of in · disadvantaged socioeco-
the School of Health , and nomic conditions and the 
Human Services Distinguished greater number of old~rwomen'. 
Lecturer Series to an audience Things are changing. 
of ~bout 80 in Horton Tuesday Women's -advantaged position 
·night. - in mortality is fading. Heart 
. Rodin, a professor of disease rates for men are de-
psychology and also of medi- creasing; women'$ rates te-
cine and psychiatry at Yale, is main the same. Cancer rates 
. a former recipient of both - for 'men are decreasing much 
Woodrow Wilson and Guggen- more rapidly than for women. 
~eim fellowships. She has · Some of the change in 
published extensively in areas mortality can be · attributed to 
related to women's health. changes in social roles and 
She began her lecture .by - structure and lifestyle changes 
saying, "It would be challeng-: for women. , 
ing and presumptuous· to pre- Use of alcohol and tobacco 
diet women's health issues." by women is much more ap- · 
She presented "issues to think propriate behavior now than in -
about"usinghistorialdataand the 1920's and- 30's . . There 
current trends. have been coincident changes 
Aceording to Rodin, in cancer rates. 
women's mortality advantage - Lungcancerhassurpassed 
exists in the U.S. at all ages breast cancer as Qie leading 
and for all social. economic and , cancer death among women. 
ethnic classes. The advantage Breast cancer has been linked 
exists . for all major causes of to alcohol use . . even very lim-
death. ited use. 
Explanations for the ad- Morbidity rates are also 
vantage indude both biologi- changing witp changing social 
calandsocialfactors. "Asmuch structure. "Women iri 
as 50% of the deaths from the the workforce is one of the most 
tenleadingcausespointtolife- important socioeconomic 
style," said Dr. Rodin. ch~mges since World War II," 
Lifestyle means things like said Dr. Rodin. 
use of tobacco, alcohol, drugs Various models predict 
and automobiles. Use (or mis- changes in women·s· health as . 
use) of these things dispropor- a result of entering the 
tionately shortens the lives of workforce. A "health benefits 
men. model" predicts that positive 
Ironically, the advantaged factors like financial independ:-
p<:>sition of women in mortality ence, increasedself-esteemand 
does not mean general good self-confidence, will result in 
health. "There is -greater mar- healthi-er women. 
bidity in women," said" Dr. Studies support these 
Rodin, "except' for heai:ing loss predictions but do not tell t!Je 
whole story-. 
Many studies of the 
workforce have a male bias, 
said Rodin. Recent studies 
show that what predicts good 
health for men m the workforce 
is not directly applicable to 
women and vice versa. 
According to Rodin; satis-
fying interpersonal relations are 
a key factor in predicting 
women's health but not men's 
health. 
Women and men respond ' . 
differently to different combi-
nations of job demands versus 
supe.rvision clarity and to their 
own perception~ about their · 
working roles, said Rodin. 
Rodin peered into the 21st · 
century- with the light of these 
data and trends. She identified · 
areas for concern. It is un-
kr-iown what the long term ef-
fects of multiple roles for women 
will be. Women experience 
much greater inner role con-
flict and inflict very harsh stan-
dards on themselves to per-
form affroles well. This may be 
unhealthy, she said. _ 
Rodin believes there is a 
considerable lack of research 
of Women and disease. This is 
true 'for women's diseases and 
for women as subjects in. dis-
eases affecting both women and 
men. 
There has been almost no 
research about women and 
AIDS although· current statis.-
tics predict a significant num-
ber of women sufferers by the 
tum of the century-, said Rodin. 
According to Rodin, 
women will have special prob- · 
lems as AIDS sufferers which 
are not being addressed. Mis- _ .
directed health technology may 
disadvantage women's health. 
Dr. Rodin's recommenda-
tions were two. Research must 
be done u.sing women as re- , 
se~ch subjects. Federal health 
objectives should-be reviewed 
with an better eye for women's 
health issues. 
. Lesbianism is growing- in society 
Women's week discusses how lesbians are ''coming out" 
By Tracy Henzel 
- As partof"Women's Issues "Because I am a lesbian, I 
Week" at UNH, Randall Hall could lose my job, be de~ied 
. held a progra!11 concerning access to having children-I am 
Lesbianism Wednesday night. ex'tremely - discriminated 
Three members of UNH's against. There's no law pro-
Campus Gay Lesbian Bisexual tecHng gays and lesbians." 
. Allian~e (CGLBA) spoke about "Julie.~ .-a junior English 
"coming out" and commented . major. at UNH; struggled be-
how Lesbianism is growing, not cause she "was very horriopho-
. only on college campuses, but bi~ about it." After she "came 
is also qecoming an integral out" to herself as well as the 
part of society today. public, Julie "was floored by 
"Lisa," a UNIJ student who the fact thatother lesbiahs used 
had taken tim~· off. for cancer toothpaste and deodorant." 
treatments, admitted that Jokingly, she said lesbi-
"there· are two periods of com- -ans use a term calleq "gaydar" 
' ing out, coming out wtth your- , which is when "you look at a 
self and coming QUt with oth- person and you just know." 
ers." Lisa wanted everyone to realize 
Lisa, alongwith many other that lesbianism has its po~itive 
lesbians, are very angry- and and negative aspects just as 
want to change the fact that any heterosexual or bisexual 
lesbians have literally no legal relationship._ "I love being a 
rights in our country. . - · lesbian, it's a lot of fun," Lisa 
admitted. 
· Leigh, a UNH student who 
has . taken a semester off to 
"reevaluate her priorities" . 
commented that she "really . 
didn't have a story-." Having 
been out for over -a year, she 
also admitted "it's been a relief 
because when I was in high 
school I never really felt like I fit 
in. I had a boyfriend in high 
school and we were great 
friends but when it went be- . 
yond that, I felt really uncom-
fortable." , 
Paula DeNardo. Randall's 
Hall Director, planned the panel 
and was ple~sed with the turn-
out "I've had women come to 
me who have felt unwanted 
and uncomfortable. This pro-
gram was to support those 
people who are gay and edu-
cate those who are not." . 
·SU.CCEs·s. 
GET AN EDGE ON 
COLLEGE EXPENSES •. 
The Army can help you get an 
edge on college expenses in just 
_ two years. 
When you enlist and qualify 
for a certain skill, you 
could become eligible for 
the Montgomery GI Bill 
Plus the Army College 
Fund:. That means you 
could earn $17, 000 for 
college~with a two-year 
enlistment. · 
And the Army_ will give you another edge, too. 
You'll develop the self-discipline, self-confidence . 
and maturity you'-ll qeed to succeed in college. · 
Find out more about how you can get $17,000 
for college in just two sho:r;;t · years. Call your local 
Army Recruiter for more information today. 
CALL (603) 742-3702 
SSG Thomas Bamford 
Dover Recruiting Station 






















Halloween Upsets of the Month 
DELAWARE over MAINE by · 3 
DARTMOUTH over CORNELL by · 14 
NOTE: Each Week, when the column 
misses predictions on more than 2 games, 
$75 will be . donated to UNH Athletics. 
Sat & sun Mat. 1 :05, 3:40 Eve. thru Thurs. 6:50, 9:10 
S~eve Ma1in Pare~~ood . . PG 
~ 1HI0n~y, , lI Slhurunmi.k ~~ RG<dl,e 
w/- 1I'1llmm.J 'II'Htllllb>Re 
Sot & SunMat 4: 15 Eves. thru Thurs 6:40. 9:0J° 
Robin Williams 
DEAD POET'S SOCIETY 
Sat & Sun Mat 12:55, 5:00 Eve. thru Thurs 7:00 
John <?andY Uncle IBuck 
Sot & Sun Mat 2:45, Eves. thru Thurs 8:50 
Jac{?(_idiofson BATMAN PG-13 
.. 
' , ., , , . ' ,,', .. , .. , . . . ' ' 
. . ' ' . , ' .. , ";-, .... ' . . . . . . 
, •I • t • • , • • • , • I 1 • ••I , • • • • • 
Your 
· Art Toss your ideas to this Nifty Cool 
Here! 
L . . N E 
-. 
- '_"~~ W""'· . · " I ~( 
. -· -..: 
" . 
·Yo.ur .Logo [)esig.n could win' a 
permanent display on the new UNH 
· barrels for aluminum can recycling. 
Make your contribution to, UNH1s first step·towardLfull scale • 
reCycling andget creative for a good reason! · . .· · 
/ . 
Deadline is Wednesday, Nov. ·1 at 4:00pm. 
~ . 
Final Sketch will be one col or 
. . 
1 logo and/or words. _ 
Winner will be announced in 
· THE -NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
- , (that's _ next Wednesday!) ~ 
Funded by PFO/GAIA: Students for 
. University Recycling _ · 
, Recycling organizational meeting Mon. 
· 7:00pm t-iillsborough Room MLJB · 
All in-terested invited 
. - Clip this to an 8 1/2~ 11 sh
1
eet of white, ·unlined paper. Drop it off in the"PSN Office, room 
-154, MUB. Deadline is Wedne~day, Novernb~r 1, at 4;00pm . _ · · 
NAME: . PHONE#: -----------,-
ADDRESS: - ---------- BEST TIME TO.REACH YOU: 
. . . ' .. . 
, • •' I ' • • ' '• ' 
/ 
• I 
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FUNERAL. DIRE'CTOR, 
_ ·continued from page ·2 
. . . 
a lasting memoty for the 
friends and family members of 
the deceased. The body is 
, dressed in clothes brought from 
home, and make-up and other 
reconstructive work is done. 
The looks apparently last. 
''!·remember 
one gentleman who was. 
embalmed in Februaty and _ 
then buried seven weeks later. 
He still looked vety natural...:we 
had an open-casket viewing," 
said Ed. 
. At this poi9 t 
a body is ready for the viewing, 
which usually occurs two to 
three days· after the death a,t 
the funeral home. The next 
step is the funeral, I which Ed 
and his associates must be 
pr~sent at ,. to supervise the 
transportation of the body. 
Aftetwards 
: crema\t:d; it is placed in a coffin casket, and burial can cost a 
and then transported to ·the family from $3,000 and up, 
Granite State Crematorium in but----Ed says they tty ·to help,,, 
Concord. At a temperature of people have the services within 
1600 degrees; the body and their budget. "We're here.to do 
coffin literally go up in smoke, just what people want," said 
a process that takes from two Ed. 
to three hours . . What comes Ed is part a tradition. · 
back is nothing bul bone The Kent Funeral home was 
marrow, which is then opened in 1863-, but in times 
pulverized to make a uniform before that, most embalming 
_ compos,ition. · took .place , in homes. Since 
"" - "It looks just most hcmses of this era had · 
like beach sand," said _Ed. front parlors which were saved 
If the ,body is , 'for special occasions, the body 
,. buried, · the coffin is placed by was usuallyviewed there, hence 
law in a cement receptacle, -the name "funeral parlor." 
-which can be either· a box or a · Today, Ed sees the 
vault. The box has four holes whoie·profession as being much 
in it to keep out dirt and.water, more public. "We're a part of · 
and is then sealed. The vault the community-we have tours 
has special draining from UN'H come through, and 
capabilitiesandispermanently , ··even a boy scout troop .. " 
s_ealed. -· Ed said farewell with · 
the- body either a . -buried or The wh,ole _ process ' . awarrri smile and a handshake, 
cremated. If the· body is _ of er,pbalming, purchase of a _ an · incredible friendly facet of 
·the Newmarket community. 
____________ s_E_N_/\_T_E_·, ______ ...;______,JI · colltinued from page 1 , _ 
, want to live in · six person - University housing sets 
apartments. · the standard for all.local hous-
. - The space as propos,e~ · ing and students do not want 
is not adequate for six stl.1- the cost and-conditions of the 
dents to live, and work pro- proposedunitstosetthisstan-
ductively. <lard. 
- Students · at UNH are - Shower facilities are not 
not willing to pay l0-25% -adequate for six students. 
mo~@ th~n;, q1~ av~rage Hl'jH
0 
e,,~ _ " , - The P{ioritier set by !t,ie ; 
housing·· cdsts to live in the ' UNH administration iri the ' 
proposed facility. · ' planning of this project are 
not_ rdlective· of the specific 
needs/of the student body. -
· According to Student Sen-
ate Housing Committee Chair-
person Karen Polak, Campus 
Planning and the architects, 
despite an ,Advisory 
committee's recommendation, 
went:forth with plans to in-
chide sbc person apartmerits 
· in the colfiplex. 
order to make it fit to the· site, more than one person can use Carol B1schoff, director o 
there had to be three to four them at once. Residential Life, was con-
buildings~" ,- There was great concern cemed about the proposed·. 
As far as the site goes, voiced by the audience at the lack of singles in the new 
said Smith, they tried pre- hearing over · various issues complex. She claimed that 
serving as much of the nearby such as the damage to -the surveys show most Juniors 
woods by planning for a tight surrounding areas, the extra and seniors want singles and 
-grouping of the buildings., ttaffic load · around A-lot and consider privacy to be a top 
The result-is a design for a : · the lack of singles in the com-' . priority. 
clusterofthreesix-stoiybuild- plex. _ The Advisoty panel, of 
ings,acommunitycenter;.and Smith attempted to reas- which_ Bischoff is a mepiber, 
a parking lot. Each "midrise", suretheaudiencememberwho · told campus planning that 6 
(according to Kinnear, only a were concerned about the persons apartments did not 
building. that is eight st~ries environmentbyexplainingthat I coincide with the wants of the . 
or more can be called a "high- a~ much of the natural land- . stuc:lents because they would 
rise") will be able to accommo- scape · will be preserved as not provide adequate living 
date 200 students in various . .possible.. . · space or privacy. , 
apartment, configurations. _Th~re is a "protection Vickland explained that 
The'_ apartments, which budget" set ,.,?Side by the firm, providing 300 singles are in 
will accommodate four, five or _ said Smith, for the vei:y pur- . the plans. The architects have 
· six students, are overall more pose of saving as many of the · been reworking the possibil-
spacious when compared to old trees as possible. it)i of · changitig them from 
the UACs-, said Smith. _ Gus Kinnear, executive vice · three doubles to two doubles 
-,At approximately 277 · president, explained ' th:~t ex- and two singles in hopes to 
square-feetperoccupant, they perts are being call~d in to satjsfy some of the ,stup.ents' 
contain'mere"useablespace", determine Just what kind of , concerns. _, 
as well as better soundproof- effect the extra traffic load will The proposal will be pre-
ing and "compartmentalized" have on the intersection com- sented to the USNH trustees 
_ bathroom facilities, meaning ing out of A-lot. for approval at a meeting in 
, Ourham_ this Saturday . 
--lfewtiampshire ... :·-;; ·-' ·•- : . · _ 
· pRIHThORKS 
T-Shirts - . . 
. CUSTOM IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR~ 
Fl-,:4,/ (Jwit:e }f ,, Quality _. ,·~nee /9.-'19·~-~ · 
• Hooded Pullovers • Tote~ • Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
f:IHanes 
'· In- House Art Dept . 
603/ 431-8319 -















Come -to room 
, ' 
751; in the MUB 
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BASEMENT, ·· 
continued from page 1 
sible thirty year loan . which 
would be paid for with an 
increase in the student MUB 
fee. According to Stites, they 
· also plan to solicit alumni 
donations for possible corpo-. 
. rate donations. "We will look 
under eveiy rock for money," 
he said. 
The plans will have to have 
· approval of the administra-
tion, but Stites foresees that 
there will be no problem with 
that. "We've been working 
with them all along and they 
approve so far," he said. 
'The plans will go out to 
bid sometime after approval 
and we hope to have con-
struction to be b~gun and 
· completed over _ the 
summer, "said ·stites: 
According to Stites, . the 
original drafts for the project 
were drawn three weeks ago 
and ha':e changed only slightly 
since then. "This is the result 
af the two year process which 
started in 1987 with an ad 
hoc basement committee," 
said Stites. 
According· to Stites, the 
ad hoc committee decided 
through a survey which seIV-
ices would be most needed by 
students. 
· -ibings are progressing 
really well and we 're pleased 
With how the plans look," said 
Randy Chenard, vice-chair~ 
man of the MUB Board of 
Governors·. The plans are "up 
to our expectations," he said. 
According to the plans, 
the entertainment area in the 
basem~nt will c_ontain room 
for a stage and a food and 
beverage stand. Stites said 
that the entertainment area 
in the basement will be a hang 
out with a more "night .club-
bish" atmosphere than the 
MUB Pub. "The Mub Pub is 
just a place to eat and study." 
he said. 
At this point, the sale 
of beer is not included in the 
plans for the entertainment 
area. -_ .. Alcohol right now is 
not an option .... but it is defi-
nitely something to be looked 
into the future/ he said.-
The computer clus-
ter in the bas·ement Will con-
1 
tain more computers than the 
present c;luster at the MUB. 
Stites added that the new clus-
ter will have outside. access 
and will .. potentially be a 24 
hour cluster.~ 
Chenard said that 
eveiything fn · the new base-
ment will be handicap acce-
. sible. 
P ROFESSOR, -
continued fro~ page 1 
tor of academic advising for 
communications majors and 
was Parliamentarian to the 
Academic Senate. 
~fessorSim~ is sUIVived 
by his wife Friedline, son Lee, 
daughters Evelyn, Christine, 
Andrea and Letitia, a grand.: 
son and both his parents. 
Sims and his wife recently 
adopted an infant, -as well. 
Students r~member Sims 
as someone who would ex- -
tend himself for his students .. 
"He was the type of man 
who wanted to do as many 
good things for as many people 
as he could," says junior 
, Chris~ne Bevil wlio had Sims 
for a communications class. 
"He was always willing to offer 
advice ~o anyone who needed 
it.". 
Colleen McGinnis, a 1989 
_ UNH alumni said she was 
"heartbroken" over Sims' 
death. "The man was God," 
she concluded. , 
Many non-communica-
: tions majors sought advising 
from Sims, according to Bevil 
and the communications of-
fice. 
Sinis' classes have been 
suspended until Monday. A 
replacement teacher has yet 
tobe named. 
· Calling hours were held 
last night and will also be held 
·today at the,Tasker Funeral 
Home at 621 Central street in · 
Dover from 7-9 p.m. , 
Funeral SeIVices will be. 
held tomorrow at St. John's 
United Methodist Church on 
Cataract street in Dover at 11 
a.m. 
. . uca -1ona- · adio, - _ 
The Mixed Bag Show .... . - • _ 
Every~unday Evening 8-10 p.m. 
An Eclectic Music Program 
·Hosted by Paul Krusic & p-,ckin' Jake 
~...Wb"..;¼V.Mi9'"UU..;¼V.MW'UH".HHHh'"A0'....¼'"U/.hY.h¥/U//U/UUH"UU//2¥./20¥.H////2¥/.h¥UH".HH/.4; I , - - , ~ 
iSTUDENTS FOR CHOICE i 
i ~ ~ _The Mobilization for Women's Lives ~ 
,_ I --~ November 12, 1989 · I 
~ at the Lincoln Me·morial,. i 
~ Washing· ton D.C. _ ~ 
-~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ Join us in tliis J{istoric %o6i[i.zation to fa tfie President, tfie ~ -
~ Congress, ani tfieSupteme Court k,now tfiat tfie majority of ~ -
~ Jl.mericans wi{{ not to{erate tlie aismantfing of abortion ~ 
~ rig/its for any woman, regarifess of wliere sfie Cives. ~ 
~ ~ ~ -~ 
~ 1 Busses will depart from D:1rh~m at 10:~0 pm on ~ 
-~ Saturday, Nov.11 and arn-ve m Washmgt-on, D.C. early _ . · ~ 
~ . _ Sund~y morning, Nov. 12, The Mobilization starts at ~ ~ 
i · · noon. Follo~ng the mobilization, the I?usses will ~~ ~ 
~- , leave Washington between 5:00 and 6:00 pm ~nd arrive _ ~ 
~ , _ in New Hampshire early Monday morning Nov. 13th. ~ 
~ .. - - ~ 
~ . . . . ~ 
i I ~ For more info call: Evelyn Gerson (862-5546) or Bethany Grob (7 42- 7503) _ j 
~ or leave message with the Progressive Student Network at 862-1008. ~ 
~ - - I 
~le )I( )I(* )I( ******t*** )I( )I( )I( )I( )I( )I(*** )k )I(**********~****** ~ 
-~- Please reserve me __ bus seats at $45 each. I have enclosed$_-_. ~ 
i I can not go but I am enclosing a $_. _ donation so thst someone else - ~ 
~ may go in my place. - DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER l~t. _ ~ 
~ NAME . . PHONE · - ~ I ADDRESS . - . . . ~ i Please make checks payable to Students for Choiceand ma,H form to Evelyn Gerson, ~ I University Undergrad Apts. B-1, DurhamN.H. 03824 , ~ . _ , ~ 
~..m"~.HU..m"~UH".h¼Q'....¼'.MW'UH"/4¾".H.H////U/.Hll"".i"HUU.HH/UUH"//.HUH"U.HUH"..& 
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• . . . . : ~- • · ' ,r',•~-
~ ..:.--.: ' »,~~' . . · C:,:,-·.;_ 
· Great back--to-school prices on PS/2's. · · 
,_ Just in time. You canpickup an IBM Personal-System/2® with easy-to-use soft~are 
loaded and ready to go. And best of all,you get it_ at a_ special low back~to~school price. 
And that's not all. When you buy the PS/2,®-you can get · a great low pri_ce on · 
-PRODIGY,®th~ exciting new shopping, i~ormation and ·entertainment computer 
_service. Start this semester up and running with a PS/2 at a low, lo~ price:ic , . 
. . 
. PS/~ l\fod~l 30 ~8~-lMb mem-
. ory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor,. 
· one 3.51: diskette drive (1.44Mb), 
20Mb fixed disk drive·, I BM-
M9iise, 8513 Color-Display,_ 
~ . _DOS 4._0, Microsoft® _ 
· 'Windows/286, Word 5.0,* 
,hDC Wind,ows Express:M 
' hDC Wi_n~ows .Manager1.M_and 
hDCWin19ws Color? . . .. : . 
$2415 
,. ' . 
PS/2 Model 50 Z-1 Mb mem-
ory, 80286_ (10 .MHz) ,processor, 
one 3.5 
11 diskett~ drive (1.44Mb), 
· 30Mb fixed disk drive, Micro 
Channel 1:M architecture, IBM 
Mouse, 8~13 Color Display,_ 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft · 
Windows/286, Word· 5.0,* Excel,* 
-hDC Wind9ws E~press, · 
hDC Wirtdqws Manager and . 
. hDC Windows Color$2935 · 
PS/2 Model 55 SX-2Mb mem- / 
ory, 80386SX™ "(16 MHz) pro- , 
cessor, one 3.5 
11 diskette drive · ' 
(1.44Mb), 60Mb fixed disk drive, 
Micro Channel ar~hitecture, IBM 
Mou-se, 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft 
Windows/386, Word 5.0,* Excel,* · 
hDC Windows Express, 
hDC Windows Manager aqd- _ 
-hDC Windows Color $SS75_ 
Now, special low prices onthree mod~ls 
_·. ofJBM - ---- - - ®-···- -~- -· -- . - --........ ---- -- --- ' ------... ~ . 
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The plans rcir t 11c new Sl11·<lcr1t· /\p: 1 rl nwnt 
Co n1 I? lex (Si\ C) , _ p r v~ (• , · 1 ( · , 1 : ,· i . : 1 1 1 
underwhelmed <111rlic11ce t l1i:c; T11 c~-:r L1y. 
Fortunately, students coulcl _sec tl1rri11 .1 ili t!1 c 
facade: they could ~.,.-c tl1 ,1 t cksp:!c ;1 r'. (•; 1 ~: ;ni!, 
-external design. the ,1p;1rtnicnt ·c()rn;-:ilr-x w;1s 
still seriously 11avfed on Llle inside. 
There c:de m:,nv p,:n11 1c-rns v!i1l1 the 
complex, noL tl1 ' ::.. ,- ,, 1 : · ' ::~:- • · · . ,.,. , • •• 1 
price tag per stu . :· ·1'-· \.,,,,· .. . ,,, ., ... -. .,r,• 
student who )iker 1 · • • • 
first two yea rs c:1 l _ . 
on-campus r,, r r•· '·· 
you w;:11d lo: ·: · ·· 
live in lJNI-1,h "; i 1 · 
to not only p;1y t ): · 
· people c1s "' : : .' ·.·. 
, five other J .:·: 
' shmvc r, :-1 ! : , ' ... · 
cam1ot rci1;: . j 
·' 1 · 
\"( 111ld you want to pay-$1500 to $1700 
: ? I don't think so. 
The architects have done their ,., .~ 
--. :>1.:i11 ;i nice-lookingapartrnentcomp1 ,··,~- r .· 
l , ., . ; thattheexteriorsOfthethi·Cc i~•i; : 1 
: :-:-r apartment buildip.gs, pl 11 '.": - · 
111 · 1 lty building, are quite pleas i : ·. '. . 
i, >• ; :1e interiors will turn all b11l ! !: ·· , , .. 
. . _r student away from the con '. r l '.I . ;_ 
; · · · · r two years in the dorms, mo '_.'. ~-i, 
· · ·) eager to acquire some spri : · . 
· · 1 t't packed like commuters in c:1 s 11 ! ) '- • · · • • -. 
'· · diesindlcatethatabout lOOC :.-... 
r express the desire for more: r: :·,, 1 • • 
But-this university has cl C: ' ~ ' . . 
· · ldents are not stupid. They c i ,_ 
n sub-standard, crampc< .• 
'. units. 
'his is evidenced bythe more !-'. ' 
~s. a~ press time, of the St11 c'. :·· 
decrying the Student /. · 
ol L1111u11 rcpn.:~e11tatiun. 'lt1en MUSO Film Director, Sar:: 
Hansen, believes the sound c1 ! ' 1 
projec"t_.9r equipment- in . t It ,: 
Ne\.v I!: · 
- coverzir'.e , 
surro11rv 1 : • ,, , 
stall- 1:: · : 
univcrsi! -,· ; 
newsp::; .. 1 :-
co11·r;·,1~(-•, ~• •..:..:', 
circurn<.:1--i-nrv• c; .l "·.11ind 
"persr· '. ' ,._ ,_., ·\'• ·r, 
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Strafford Room, where U;ie fi 1, 1 ._., 
are shown, is poor. I respectft r 1 ' • 
suggestthatitwouldbeofmc1 . 
service to the · student body : 
One: Invest in correcting tl 
,equipment problem so that t . 
fih:ns can . be · shown at 11 · 
best and Two: Exr ! · 
advertising opportunities 
order to raise both awarer~ 
and peer-approval for k 11 
mainstream"· films. Is this : 
what a university should 
about? For heaven's saJ.:: :·· · · 
enjoy big box office ftlms i 
But, as theirvery name imp'. · 
they are the norm ~ 
ubiquitous. Unfortuna t ( 
MUSO's and SAFC's deci : 
ls simple pandering t0 
lowest common denomi 1° · 
of appeal in order to so I· ·· 
problem of attendance; r;: '. 
than an effort to find a crc;-
solution consonant with 
original · purpose of Ml 1. 
Another sad aay for UNI-1. 
Alma Mater. 
Sincerely, · 
David L. Wold 
Armenia 
To the Editor: 
What can I say?T1' ' 
you for the October 20 eel i ! ·. 
(ArmeriianHolocaustsho1 :: 
marked). You have show 1: 
that someone on this can 1 ' 
not only knows but cares . 
I have grown up\' 
the stories of the genocid, 
my family; they ~ave beco, 1 
part · of,me. I have also grr 
up with the fact that Tt 1, 
hc\s._1;1ever fQ~ally ~~!q( 
• _. I, •• • 
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University . Forum 
Dollars and sense 
Your bank account is -a form of security. 
Ifs available when you need to access money and, 
in most- cases, will pay you dividends fo:r 
maintaining a minimum balance. If you already 
have an account -in a local Durham bank or have 
thoughts of opening one in the future, consider 
the recent findings ·of the Student Senate SFU 
(Students For the University) Council. Depe,nding 
on the size and type of account you desire, these 
facts will help you choose a bank account that 
best pµts your money to ~ork for you. (See chart) 
At the beginning of this semester, the SFU 
Council began · conducting an investigation of 
local banking practices. Our goal was to explore 
the reasons behind negative student sentiment 
towards Durham Bank and to later disclose what 
we learned from personal interviews conducted 
with executive of the four local banks: Seacoast 
'Savings, Federal Savings, NH Federal Credit Union. 
and Durham Bank. In hopes of . compiling a 
comprehensive and understandable student 
banking guide, we first collected basic information 
of each bank's rates and charges and then 
proceeded to question the banks on their respective 
, rate setting policies. As the chart indicates, 
Durham Bank displays a pattern of higher rates 
and charges as compared to Us three ~ounterparts. 
The differences are most evident in the area of 
saving and -regular checking. accounts where 
Durham Bank's rates are the mostunfavorable on 
almost evecy line item. 
We presented this information to Durham 
Bank and asked them to explain the rate contrast. 
They justifi~d..J!!eir account charges, explaining 
that Durham Bank, rates are based on guidelines 
compiled by the Federal Reserve Board. Through· 
by Matthew J. Combs 
( 
what Durham Bank calls a "functional , cost have uniform rates throughout all their branches, 
analysis," evecycostabsorbedbythebankthrough SFU is nowcontactingstudentsates in Plymouth, 
serving its customers is logged as data which is Keene, and Hanover, NH as a means of comparing· 
sent to the Federal Reserve. The Federal Reserve . our 'figures with those of other New Hampshire _,.,. 
Board compares and contrasts Durham Bank's university communities. 
cost absorption, over a period of time, with other Finally, as a service to all incoming 
banks around the coun_try of comparable_ asset freshmen, SFU will be mailing them our 
size. In return, the Federal Reseive determines . comparative banking statistics. The mailing will 
. the level at which Durham Bank should set its be done long before Freshman Days, a time when 
rates in order to maintain a feasible profit margin. . Durham Bank quite cleverly-ei;ects the big tent 
According to the executive with whom we _ next to ATO and offers a naive freshmen and 'their 
. spoke, DurhamBank'spresenttatesarenecessary parents the opportunity to rest fn the shade with 
to ke~p it operating an are perhaps the highest in -afreePepsiwhileopeningupjupior'sfirstchecking 
Durham because the bank's total assets are the account. Ourstatisticswillhopef9llyputadamper 
· lowest of the four, but by only a small percentage on this annual freshman trap. · 
compared to their next lowest counterpart, a SFU's presentation to the Student Senate 
percentage which doesn't appear to justify their . represents only the first step in a year long effort 
discrepancy. . · to.monitor local ~tudent services. Beyond banking, 
On October,.. 15, 1989, SFU presented to we will be investigating local prices on consumer 
the UNH Student Senate the results of its banking goods such as food, delivecy, printing, and laundry 
investigation, complete with a chart simil~ to the services. ' 
one contained in this article. In hopes that each · It is SFU's intent to present the facts as we 
· Senator would relay our message to their can best interpret them. Should any · party 
constituents, we urged that every member of the mentioned in this article or accompanying chatt 
studentbodyshoparoundDurhambeforedecidirig . feel misrepresented by _ our statements, -please 
on a local bank account. In ·most cases, you'd be realize that we exercise no malice in our aim. If 
money-wise to avoid or withdraw from Durham anybody on the planet has any questions or , 
Bank. Their N.O.W. Account, however, is an suggestions concerning local banking or anything' 
example to the contrary as it is virtually rate free,. _ about SFU's involvement in the UNH Student 
, provided you can afford to maintain a continual Senate, please feel free to contact Jay Brown, Al 
balance above $500.00. · Dobron, or Matt Combs at the Senate Office (862-
In order-to discover how our bank rates 1494). If we're not there.just leave a message and 
compare to the state and national averages, SFU's we'll contact you as soon as possible. 
present~tion also contained a pledge to investigate 
-banking rates and charges outside the Durham 
area. Since.we discovered that all banks in Durham 
'l . . ' 
Matthew J. Combs is- a member of the Student 
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The Recreational Sports 
. Department 
· would like to send a very special · 
"Thank You"to everyone involved in 
the 12th Annual 10k Home~oming Road 
Race. You did a wonderful job! 
Amy Antonucci · Robin Drown Denise Monahan 
Mike Bartkiewitz Ta·mmy Eells Lori Nagri 
Andrea Blondin Heidi Fiori Claudine Pelissier 
·.• Paul Bocko Kelly Freel Cheryl Reed 
Jori Bolster NiGole Gagne Sue Reid 
Jana Brule Michele Hawkins Charlene Ring 
Kathy Casler · Jana Jasinski Melissa Salmon 
Sue Clark Melanie Kerr Mark Tramell 
David Clenney Kathleen? Karen Watkinson 
Chris Corbi Emily Lambert Stacey Weeks . 
Sylvia Crossan Wendy uach Chris Woodbury 
Jennifer Dickson Maggie Lorentz Kim zeoli 
John McDonald Lynn Heyliger 
We would also like to thank the·businesses 
that graciously spons~u_ed this race, including: 





Deke's Ski Outlet 
Franklin Fitness Center 
Goerge and Phillips . 
Glory Daze 
The Club at Greenleaf Woods 
Hayden Sports 
Kinko's Copies 
Louise's Sport Shop . · 
Olympia Sports 
Portsmouth Atheletie Club 





The Works Atheletic Club 
~l)~ 
Shirts were printed by Forbes Marketing s~~ i~~ -l· 
The tinishline management was provided by _ ~~"~ ~~ 
·. Granite State Race Services ~~ 





1. PUB Programmer 
2. Area RepresenatiVes 
3. Production Assistants 
*-So what are you waiting for? * Get involved in an organization 
thafs a lot of fun anct ·ctecides the _ 
entertainment alternatives-you see . * ,Fringe benefits inclu_de free 
admission to all shows~ 
➔ Come by 1{,m .. 148 ,in tfie Afru'B 
· or ca{{ 862-1485 for job info. 
. I 
,-1 · , f f ;, , , ''. ( , • 
, I , I , ' - (' ' J • • ,, ~ • • 
I I I J f I I , _ ! , ! ~ ~ f. I • I r f f " ~ • ~ ! .-
'; .r .. ~ 4. ;t-, 'If -~ i. : ·: 
. ~ '.;;,_,._,~,;•c';::''.:.~~~.:i'.';;,::_;c,:•.•; ;:•7"::•:.::~':1":/:~•,,-±?:'1,-\ ;_:-.(;~--;':-''7.'$• '.ri'-;'°'W/;;-- ' '.':'.'/::':.'..-.,,-,,,. . ;:· . _1''' ,,"" /" ,•) ~ :'_,} : •, ,a < . . • • 
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Arts ·and 
Faculty-Puos 
· A program of Etler, 
Poulenc~ and Brahms 
By Patrik Jonsson 
David SeileF (clarinet), _disillusioned priest fallen from 
Christopher Kies (piano), and _ the grace of God; or a 
Janet Atherton (bassoon), at disillusioned Europe fallen 
a free faculty sertes concert from the height of power to 
Tuesday. night, -played a brick-rubbled cities. In its 
programof.AM.n Etler, Francis monotony it's_ a tricky piece to 
Poulenc, and Johanne~ juggle. SeilerandKiesdropped · 
Brahms that was the orang~s: . There was no 
disappointingly marred by ah eq10tion allowed · into the 
overdose of academia and · playing - Kiei did his thing off 
basic heartlessness. · ' the page: Seiler could.have been 
The performance was in another city listening to Kies 
meant to be representative; . overthephone. The music itself 
The Alvin Etier piece, Sonate is divided dowri the middk, 
in _ Four Movements: was like two evil thoughts, but it 
writtenin 1952andisinfused should work through · the 
• . '• • - • •, -,v, < 
EntertdinlTlent 
with the lingering disbelief and ~usicians as-though they were · • 
hollowness that WWII dug,in the one mind thinking! Instead - Th. Am. ·-~~ · ·. • · • · D ' 1 
_the Europeans. Poulenc's _ there was a frigid preciseness ~ . · e . _ az· .1n· _ .g · . y _ a· n· 
Sonate for Clarinet and · that aiienated eveiything and 
Bassoon, written in 1922, is stripped.Etier of his emotion; · Just keeps getti·ng·- .better an· d better. 
also a post-war piece, but is ·• Poulenc'sSonatefeatured 
much more innocent, e~en Seiler and Atherton ·1n a sort of by Marc A. Mamigonian 
ridiculous at times, especially woodwind whirlwinc! that at Let it not be said thatBob Blonde On Blo7J.de -phrasing. pverpiayed -"Mr. Tambourine 
, now in retrospect when we least partly worked because in. Dyl~ is going to slip quietly · The four song acoustic set Man" got a fme treatment, and 
tend to look back on the Jazz i~s rapido counterpoints you · into middle ·age. Monday and was . simply amazing. ~o of a pair from 'iI'he Times They Are 
_ Age with a smirk. The closing had to at least fake emotion to Tuesday night at the Bo~t6n Dylan ·s best_ songs, a pair from a-Chang in', "Boots of Spanish 
Brahms, Sonate op. 120, No. even play i(. Atherton did work Opera House Dylan and his 3 1965 ·s Bringing It All Back Leather" ;;md "The Lonesome 
2, could have been a g.ood some . individualistic piecepand0edbyguitartstQ.E. Home, "Gates-ofEden" and "It's Death of Hattie . Carroll" . 
. fiQ.isher for a fairly abstract .: wood.squeaks into l:Ier part;.. Smith) delivered two distinctly Alright, Ma (I'm Only Bleeding)," -displayed- Dylan's .. skills as a 
. line-up .. Brahms was early Seiler, too, moved _well against different but equ~y stunning were given treatmen·t worthy of romantic balladeer and social 
enough to still believe in the peculiar awkwardness of shows, featuring· Dylan theirpositloninDylan'scanon. commentator, respectively. 
adhesiv~ melodies - bu tit just the bassoon and the closing classics, relative obscurities, The electric set continued Highlights of · the second 
reinforc~d an ugly feeling ·of crescendos, though far from and songs from his great new wifh a pair of opposites; a half of the show included a 
distance that ruined what the · style . o: the Jazz Age, album Oh Mercy._ magnificent arrangement of surprising and gutsy "It Takes · 
could have been a neat reminisced in that spirit, and Dylan has be~n touring Blood On the Tracks' "Shelter aLotToLaugh, ItTakesaTrain 
performance featuririg soperformeditsduty.Buteven withthissamebasic-bandsince_ FromtheStorm,"duringwhich ToCi:y,"theotninouslyreligious 
anthologized µiusic for within Poulenc's sauntering, thefirsthalfof1988,.andbased1 the band drops out for , an . "In the Garden," and the i;;how 
instruments not usually sexy melodies there was a onpreviousshowslastsuminer _occasionalverse, leavingDylan closer, a raucous "Maggie's 
found · in such a sparse distance here that one could and this past summer at Great singing unaccompanied save .a Fann," during which Bob cut 
· environment. · n9t dismiss; unfortunately. Woods, Old Orchard Beach; few plucked notes from his . loose with some leg pumping 
·- But it was not the The Poulenc .showed . andManchester, -theyjustkeep ac~ustic, ahd "Everything Is and hand clapping. Welt, for 
sparseness of just a piano promise, _ but the last piece, · getting better and.better. The Broken" from Oh Mercy , ht.m. that's cutting loose. 
and clarinet, or clarinet and Brahm's Sonate, wrecked any- Opera House shows were a featuring _Dylan. and · G.E. _ What is so astonishing ~ J" 
bassoon, hying to make good hope of .recovery. Here Seiler · perfect blend of ·brilliant trading distortion drenched about the shows, and this four 
music with each other. Duos and Kies muddled -sensitive · executlon.-at;1<! imaginative song :;olos.. The regular set encled in general, is the level of energy 
can work well. Violin recitals, sections and .even fell off key selecti~n.' I have never heard with- surprise- ,;t. rousing .. Like Dylan maintains. Obviously, 
withpiano,.oftenreachdeeper more than once. Seiler's notes Dylan sing with the passion a Rolling Stone," and Dylan energy isn't eveiytbing, .but it . 
than a whole orchestra can. began slipping as on a rained- and energy he displayed this, encored with a bea~tiful, quiet helps when an artist doesn't go 
The spaces become- .more on roof; Kies bumbled around week (granted, my live Dylan reading of "Most of the Time,.. through the motions, which, in 
pronounced, but _ the not .hjtting stride. The more experience only goes back- to fromthenewalbum,andclosed Dylan's case, would be all too -
simplicity can be shearing in they .played, the further a:part the Dylan/Petty tour). Those - with a ,powerful ."All Alori·g the ·easy. The two shows were · 
its force. The -feeble attempt they moved. Brahms wrote .who would consign Dylan to Watchtower." -.. ,., different save four songs that 
at sil!)..plicity Tuesday night, beautiful melodies that ·he fi!e category of an histortc;al Tuesday night kicked off got reReated; supposedly-; 
however, did not have near meant to flutter out windows; artifact should have been ther,e. · with Empire Burlesque's mean · Dylan has rehearsed over 400 
_enough power to entertain, here they crashed against glass. Monday night, Dylan and nasty .. Seein·g the Real You- songs with the bancl,_ and-these 
much less inspire thought. . Phrasings w·ere weak; openedwithanoddchoice, the . Atlast,"followedandtJndercut werethetwomostadventurous 
· Gr.anted, Alvin Etler·s· intonation off. It was not a slinking, menacing "Trouble," by. the self-questioning "What sets I have heard from Bob. ✓ 
Sonate is a peculiar piece -to disaster. A dr,amatic third .· 'from Shot of Love. The menace Good Am I?" from Oh Mercy. Dylan's singing, such as 
begin with. Theclarinetblows section fit within Seiler and continued with, "The Man tn · · This polar pattern continued it is, ~d his phrasing·were as 
steadilythroughaminorscale J(eis' distance; and for a few theLongBla:ckCoat,"fromthe with a snarling run through of. good as one could ever hope, 
while·thepianofollowsbehind measures there was sincerity. new albu~. which Dylan Infidels' "Man Of Peace/ a withBobwringingemotionfroqi 
withanempty-feeling,horror- ButB-rahins deseIVes a better delivered in ·a tormented cautionatytaleofputtingfaith everysyllable .. Mqresurprising 
flickesqueclinking.Themusic treatment than that; he whispersimilartoonrecord. A in the wrong persons, followed is the drai;natic improvement 
could be the muffled talk ofa deseIVes not only sincerity but great rarity followed; 1964's .. My _ by Slow Train Coming's "I in Dyl~'s guitar playing. Ever 
a sensitive heart. . BackPages"wasex:humedand Believe_inYou,"aplaintivesong since Dylan went electric in --
Dylan sang his kiss-off to naive offaith and commitment. Bob 1965, his rhythm playing has 
protestagainstanarrangeme~t cruised through a sweet ~been a barely audibl~ buzz. Of 
Don't forget thatt~e Arts 
Section needs you in order 
to stay in -print!! Locai-events -
'' 
are constantly in n~ed of coyerag~. 
close to the Byrd's classic cover arrangement of the _hymn-like late~ though, · his sound has · -..... 
froin 1966. The show hit an .. Foreve~ Young," then took an been pus_hed much further .up 
early peak with killer electric abrupt change of pace with a front, and he has even begun _J• 
versionsof .. IDon'tBelieveYou knee buckling- .. Highway. 61 playirig -lead or c.o-lead with 
(She Acts Like We Never Met)" Revlsited." G.E. Smith'~vicious effectiveness. Who'd have 
andauproarious"Stucklnside - slicle guitar solos .and Dylan's thunk it? 
of Mobile With the Memphis · wacked out phrasing made this Like fine wine, Bob Dylan 
-Blues Again," In which Dylan a highlight. can be consumed in a glass. 
nearlycrackedhimselfupwith " Once again, the acoustic I Hah . . Anyway, he just keeps 
~ sampling of his famous 'set :was outstanding. The. wailing. 
... _ 
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NeWTeleases worth ·lOoking,for: 
Kate Bush, The Redi-IotChili Peppers, and Bullet La Volta 
by .Sean Carroll - , 
Ev~:ry one of this week's Europeanflav.ortothreetracks. occasionally, funky horns. analbumthatramblesthrough relief from all the hellish clone 
albums de$erves a review of its The T.B. are fascinating in their Thrashy funky songs like . a wild variety of sounds held glam boys, tired "classic" rock, 
own butrrather than ·choose· own right, . and well worth . thehystericalhomagetoL.A's together. by · the ,great vocals and emasculated reunion _ 
any one to single out, here are checking out; they add a nice "Magic Johfison," which is the and ;,ibove all, · bassist Flea's . rockers that curr~ntly fl~ the 
a few brief thoughts about each. . touch . to "Deeper hardest white rap I · ever <liq inspired work. What can I say? airwaves, you might just want 
British Pop g,tant ·Kate . U:nqerst~nding," about an hear, .will really shake you up if · To know them is to love them. to pick up a copy of Bullet 
Bush follows up her Hounds of aiienated woman who turns to · you've never heard the Chili Another major shift bring LaVoltaforsomethingnew; The 
Love ip (remember "Running a . computer "like a friend." Peppers before. If you have, get us to Bullet La Volta's (pictured band has its root near groups 
UpThatHill-ADealWithGod?") Strange, but nice.- readyJor more greatness. below)self-titled album on like AC/DC, not~bly on "The 
with , The Sensual .World on, The Sensual World is a Other best tracks include Tang/RCA, a powerful new Gift" which owes a lot . to the 
·columbia/CBS ·records~ The . fine record, overall with tracks "Good Time Boys," which album Back in 





collection of dreamy songs that quietly intense- ::·••··••:•,•:r,"""""•'••· --"'''""''' have their own 
showcase Bush's powerful. yet to · · nearly sound, which is 
alluringly, childlike voice. atmospheric, in driving and raw. 
· The list of best songs a carefully My - favorite 
includes the title track, which orchestrated trackisBlindTo 
is indeed achingly se'nsual; sequence. You, which is 
"Stepping out of the page into Often sad, and slow a and eery, 
the . sensual world/To where always pretty, in the tradition . 
water and earth caress/And the few weak of the Doors, 
the down of a peach says mmh, songs are more The_: 'End, 
yes." than made up building to 
.Another song that ranks . for by the rest. in tense. peaks 
with her best is "Love and · · The next · and dying away 
Anger,"whichpicksupthe.pace considerationis .in the same 
somewhat on this otheiwise vast change in . manner. Bullet 
leisurely album. · style, so huge LaVolta has a . 
. Indeed, the problem some that it probably huge pote_!ltial; 
have with the album is that it shouldn't be . they _stand 
tends to drag in spots. For attempted in a between polish 
instance, "'The Fog," an allegory single - review, and grunge like 
betweeharelationshipandthe but time and early Husker 
day Kate learned swim, _has s p a · c · e ·:Du_, a"nd they 
stnngs that would soµnd quite considerations, . could go a long, 
at home in some of the Moody etc., etc. The long.way. 
Blues more Muzak-like pieces. Red Hot · Chili Ftnally, we 
And.., some _of the album does Pepper.s are ._ _____________ ..,. ______________________ __. tum away from . 
suffer from this tendency of back, (- With , record reviews 
Bush's; but there is honesty' Mother's Milk, on EMI Records clearly shows th~ influence of band from Boston. This first to live local musi~. Tonight in 
behind many of the tracks that (Actually this album has been , George Clinton, who. the Chills major label release (actually a Durham you_ ~an ~~tch two 
saves them .from mushiness, out for a little while but is still began·worl9-ngwith,on "Freaky . re-release, originally titled The relatively local bands, the_Moxie 
transcends it. _ wellworthamentiq_n.). Despite Styley"in '85. Myfavoritetrack - Gljl) isanimpressive-workfora Men from Portland, with the 
Bush, who has loaned her · the death of guitarist Hillel in the album has to be the tnµy bunch of college students who Hellbillies from Concord. The 
· own voice out recently, most . Slovak, the crazed lads from nasty"Sub~aytoVenus,"with onlyformedinl987;infactitis two bands · are· both 
notably on the latest album of L.A are back with more of their its brassy Latin horns and Just plain impressive, period--.-. descendants of the seminal 
Midge Ure, another British pop · madness, a hard-rocking funk raunchy vocals. "I'm Gonna The band, says singer Yukki area band Get Smart, and have 
giant (and again larg~ly . sound; I've heard them called make you V{iggle like a wiggly Gipe (?), saw a lack of bands received airplay on our· ·own 
unknown in America), h_as a . · funk-core if that's any clue. worm/Cause you deserve . to ·the played "li~e they had a fi:re WUNH. It promises to be a 
few guests of her own on The Ever since their wiggly squirm/If! cap't make ·. tri their pants," and are doing mighty show, between the 
Sensual World, in cl ud ing eponymous 1984 debut, which you dance/I guess I'll just have their be~t to remedy that. garage sounds of the Moxie Men 
Ultravox's bassist Mick Kam. featured among others .,.Real · to make you piss your pants." The stuff,on this album and the Cramps influenced 
Mostinteresting, though,isthe Me_n Don't Kill Coyotes," the · Classic raunch-~unk, Just falls somewhere between the raunch 'nrolloftheHellbillies. 
appearance of The· Trio Chili Peppers have made their classic. mellower side of-hardcore and The show is at the beat Cellar · 
Bulgarka, . sensational evil blend of vicious guitars, The Chili Peppers have in metal; yet it is surprisingly underNick's,andstartsat9:30. 
Bulgarian vocalists, who bring cuttingly sarcastic vocals, and Mother's Milk a huge beast of accessible. if you crave some Sharp. 
their traditional eastern · 
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allowed, for·studenls to pose 
questions. 
A_ccording to UN1 t Sen in r 
Michael Guilbault, 11 ,rlri:T:1~ 
tor of the debate, a l i> t ' nf 
questions ·was taken Jrum 
each team. These wer·e t l 1cn · 
roundedofftornake ! ),, ., 11 ' ,,.-c; 
biased. From lhesi": ( .. 
final six questioi1s a;:;kc cl . 
In a question of whe1l1fT 
the right to life :or the l · 
wasov'erandabove 11 1:• 1 , · 
mother, the two 1 i ; :, . 
disagreed. 
When the n1 "'• ··• ;,. c·f 
whether mor;:1 l i 1 • • • '-\ 
important than 1 · . · 
dom, Pat Murphy. 
three pro-choi r· -.; 
and president <1, 
of National O l .: · 
Women, said L, ; i ~ , m 
demands ... an cl i 11 < · : 
rality. 
Morality is ;" , '· · 
individuals to cl 
sultation with (th eir ): · 
Pro Choice /\r!· 
Hendersen, n v 
terand.boanl : 
National Abor(: 
tion League si · 
havethep0Wc1· t 
"I belie. 
bel'ieve in ch oi, 
. choice. I belie\· · 
cited Henderse 11. 
"How can '\ ' · 
life-and choice· 
Hendersen. 




·,' . '' . 
Watch and 11 1,J · 
Approx::•· · 




memberorC;\J;:\ . , 
· prised at. t 1i ,, ,. , 
though she W( : · 
to see ·µiore pee ; ' : 
"It seems J; 
people who. fir,, 1 
these kinds or ; · 
peoplewlin , 
ested in t l · 
said Alpiw . 
many p en :· 
have \o he ·~ i 
With the c~1r l · 
cangetir'l\'c;· 
haveh;>bc 11 
edgeable oi : 
issue~. CJ\!/. ' 
group. Any<w · 
invesUgate tl1 ' 
interested : : ; 
mation, zi: :,' 
pus. a\v;r•·i, 
Req!.1.· 
orgzini:., c:r , 
week, ic,; ;:· 
conse n· :1 t ; • • 
concen t ,·;·t i. 
volving 1 l 1c 
Shcs1 , · 
Queensh: ·: · 
years ago \' · 
,Fte1d:SLt it ,r·' 
tensive n ' c· · 
Austn1 li :1 ·~: 
mate mal e cl1auvinis111. " 
. 'Treeclnrn 11:.s bot mrls to rro-
tect zi!I h11" 1 :'!!l l; !·,. e r : 11:-, 1 : \ '," 
dime on abortion." 
And there was certainly .. a lot 
' or'sex going on before abor-
r 
( ' 
J'.' ·r)r'· ·1 1. 1 , ., •· • :·· : 11e tion was ari issue." . 
to exi ' I \1:' , • ., · : · , · , . 11 • : • : l ·is The debate "was . con-:; 
trolled," said Danielle Han-
son; one of the questioners. 
rnaclc -Jcg,.1i. :-', ;iid l 'tu ~U 1u ice 
J\rlvoc:-1i'c ' l 1 ·:r 1 1 \'.' ;1 ' !-.: ll, i!li 1·0-




I ': u-; 
(' .. : 
ti< ) I l 
] ' 
. . i-,;al, 
, :,-lll) 
Dick Perreault, a tae 
kwon-dostudent, said, "We,'re 
here in case anything hap-
pens ... we're ushers." 
.. Police protection was ex-
tremely expensive," said Matt' 
Raridall, coach of the debate 
team. 
~Because our budget is 
limited through Student Ac-
tivity F~e Council, I volun-. 
teered the services of my tae 
· kwon-do class for what could 
possibly become . a heated . 
confrontation due to the 
topic." , 
, . I was pleased with the 
debate. · The audience _was 
very well behaved. As coach . 
(·: · of · the debate society, I felt 
· · l .that the debate .flowed quite • 
smoothly,"'. _said Randall. 
"The questions were fair 
and as unbiased as they cc;>uld 
be," s~id Margaret Coppin-
ger, a UNHjuniorwho.was at 
the debate ... It is really hard to 
keep both sides fairly peace-
ful and they did a good job." 
If rtothing else, said Joe 
Marcucci, local minister, .. I · 
hope s9~e _ p<:;op~e leav~ here 
thinking tonight" . :· 
e3 
ested for bee.€ production. 
One alternative to the de-
struction of the rain forests .. 
said Reed, is the : redistribu-
tion of land. 
According to Reed, 93 per-
... cent of the land in Latin Amer-
ica is owned by seven percent 
of the population. Her sugges-
tion is to use the land that is 
already available in.stead of 
clearing more of the forests. , 
Peasants. in Brazil are 
e~couraged by the ,gove_rnment . 
.. · t9 settle on cleared areas of the . 
rain forests, said Reed. 
Ci:"bps in .Brazii last about 
two years before ·a11 the nutri-
1/ ents in the soil are depleted 
and are un~ble to _regenerate, 
· and the pe~san ts are forced to 
move on a0:d .fo cl~ar more 
land. Cattle grazers follow the · ., 
peasants, utiliiing the aban.-
dohed land for about ten years 
until even grass is no longer 
~ble to grow, said Reed. 
.. I'm hoping that people wi 11 
become more concerned with · 
deforestation and realize tkl t 
ifit do~sn't effect ·them now it 
wjll in -the future," said Ree cl. 
.. We need to get people to take 
.political action;" 
· On Sunday night at 7 pm 
SavoyTruffi~ and Union Strec t 
will .be playing a benefit con-
cert · for the · Pfogressive Stt,1 :-
dent Network in the Granite 




KEEP MATCHES & LIGHTERS iN THE RIGHT HANDS. 
. If you smoke · . 
10,000 cigarettes a year, 
givingup20 
won't kill you. 
T-
In fact, it mighnave your life. 
All you have to do is join . 
-· millions of other Americans-
and give up smoking for a day~ 
Because if you can quit for a ~ay, 
you can quit for life. 
fo~ more information,_ 
call l-;80.0,ACS,2J45. 
JoinThe· 
Great American Smokeout, 
November 16 .. 
' / 
. . " ~ ~ . . . . . ' . . . . .. ' ' 
• • > • > • • , T, t • 1 ' 1 I 1 • , ' • \ ' i , \ I ' 
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lEARN'TO BE AN ENTREPRENEUR 
-OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM. 
eam S8,000-S 10,000 running 
your own business this su"'~er 
'- . 
As any business professional will tell you, there's no substitute for 
hands-on experience. College Pro Painters offers you a unique 
chance to gain that experience this summer as the manager of a 
College Pro franchise. We not only offer manageme·nt training and 
credit backing; we provide you with consultation and support 
throughout the, summer. If you' re a 'highly motivated student 
·seeking a challenging and rewarding summer job, 'college Pro r 
offers you one of the few truly entrepren_eurial experiences available 
this summer. _ · · · 
College Pro is seeking qualified individuals from all majors. No pre-
vio~s painting experience is reqaired. . · 
Complete the attached card or call College Pro Painters: in Mass. 
·1-800-424-2468; Outside Mass. 1-800-346-4649. _ · 
. I 
College·Pro". 
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ENGINEER, 
continued from page 3 
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_nized for activities they . un- gional convention and le:arn 
dertook last_year. . . . . . more · about the engineering 
.Salmon said that the field, according to Salmon. 
award was quite an achieve_- SWE members are able to 
ment for the UNH chapter - meet engineers and . attend 
becau.se Massachusetts, workshops about topics such 
which . is· known for having as managing an engineering 
· Garrison Players 0 
~ r• Dover's Community Theater ..-, .r _.Jr_, .-'J TJi ' good . ~~ngineeiing schools, career arid a fam ily, ,vrit:ing usually gets the most atten- resumes, and dealing with . 
tion form. the national board. problemswomenmayencoun-
"NewHainpshireis often over- ter in the field. ",It's really in-
~ ' ~ • looked;" _said Salmon. · formati\.re, you learn a lot from The UNH chapter ofSWE · people who arc olclcrand have has grown steadily from ·6 experience," slie s;i.icL 
members two years ago to .· SV/EisuniqueinthaLitis 
. about 50 members this year, . the only engineering society 
said Salmon. "People used to ~t UNI-Igearccl low;i.rcl wo1nen, 
join just so they could put it said Salrnoq. SWE Cocuscson 
on their r esumes," she said. what it's like to l>c a wom:1;1.in 
Saturday, October 28 
Opening Night 8pm 
But in the past year, the a business t.11 :tt is prcclomi-
organization has become very nantly m:i. le. 
active. "Wewouldn'thavebeen Dul the org:1 n: 1/.:dio11 is-n't 
Sunday, October 29 
7pm 
able to win an.award ifpeople · exclusively fc1n;1.l c: ··ct1ys can 
hadn't gotten involved," said be in it <1lso," s;i.id S:1l111011 and 
Salmon. · noted that th ere is one male 
Friday, November 3 
8pm 
One of the main activities rncinbcr ( his ye:·,r. 
of SWE last year was their J\lso.t unl :: :t": ntlicr cngi-
. high school outreach pro- neeringsocie(is-::;;i.t LJN II. SWE 
Sunday, November 4 
8pm 
gram. · - · isn't excl usiv(:'.\' :·,; :· c: :1gi ncers. 
According to Salmon,· '"J\11 Ill::tj Oi ,: : : 1 : 1:, : Co1lege 
members 'ofSWEvisitedhigh of Engi11ceri11 ·.'. :11, . l !1!11, •,;,ical 
'-
DOVER lllGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM 
schools to talk to students Sciences ;-ire '.:, '. .:1 w.·· ',aid 
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
a:boutengineeri.t1gandtopres- ,S;::i.lmon. She :(! l!r1 t t: :is is 
ent a slide show about UNH. · good bcc:1u sc .. i1 1 t I 1c \\'Urk.ing 
"The main purpose of it is to worl cl yo tl WOl :: . I h :-t'.'C (o c-1.::,111-
inform students about engi- rn_uni c:1 lc pee: l: \; j J1 n:her 
neering and get across the tcclrn ic:~t! 
message 'it's okay to be an SJ.!!! !0 11 c : : : l i 1 ::1( ~'. \NE, 
G·eneral Admission - $6.00 
engineer,'" she said. whi c: l1 k:s p: , :>,:c; icrn '.11 ~;ec-
Salmon said they espe- tions :i. s wcl! c·n !!cgc ~ec-
Tickets available at the door and at the following locations: -
ciallywantto get the message tions . provick '; :: '. '>. •i·ll op:>br- Care Pl)armaey - Dover • "Rochester • Somersworth • Lee Traffic Circle 
across to· women .because -tun_i(y · t°(J r c1 : :_;\:•.: : :11,lf .0~tu-
"most are pushed into other ·· t1e11 ts t <'l g(: t i. -' ·: "'! :'\:: :t · to 
Weeks Restaurant - Dover 
Rivers Camera Shop - Dover 
Marty's Fr,iendly Market - Dover , 
Whitings Office Products - Dover _ 
Farnhams - Dover 
majors. " get, to know p eople in ·the 
The Bookloft at Town & Camous - Bur.ham 
SWE also organized a indushy. "It's ;i. goocl ne twork 
"shadow day" last year in in which you c:-i n rneel ·;,. lnt of 
which women were invited to people to rncike rnn 1:-icts \\'ith," 
follow around engineering she s;i. icl. · 
studepts for a day' to "get a 
feel for student life and an 
idea of what engineering is 
like," said Salmon. 
In addition , each fall 
members of SWE have . the I opportunity to atten_d a re-
, cut, should it actually occur, 
would be disastrous. 
The letter explained that 
the state budget for. fiscal year 
(FY) 1990, which began , this 
past July 1st, included spend-
ing increases of 9 percent, 
based on an expected revenue 
increase of 11 percent. 
In actuality, actual reve-
nues from the first quarter are 
. down 7 -percent, which 
amounts to $1 1 million. If the 
shortfall continues throughout 
.t}:le year, the state would be 
faced with a substantial clcfi.-
cit, -thus the calling for l he 
university system, as we 11 as 
other state organizations, to 
make plans in case of a cut in 
funds from the government. 
The state does maintain a 
"rainy day fund" in _ case or- a . 
budget deficit at year's end; 
however, according to the let-
ter, it would be unwise to clip 
into that fund too rashly, i.e., 
SWI:i :·.1 :-y . 
dent c:: 
· "It's :1k · 1 ·!: : . . ' 
s-li c ~;:·: · : :· 




M;·t 1 : 
for I.: , 
on ·. 
}Q J'W '. 
OCC l 
cell or 1:n r 1 . : : , 
Ecl \\';-!1·, 1 
Si.Jl Jiil;: ' 1 • 
to (: 
her l , ,, : 
n1 :1: · 





. p;:,.: ' 
$1 
! ' ' :· '! 1 ' ' ',On, 
1!: 11· ~stu-
:,t ,. NH. 
' :we 
BUDGET, , 
· nu ed from page 3 I 
rer. 
el' ,•··1ch 
reduce flexibility in future Either tuition will have to l>c 
-years. If it's believed future raised, orpersonnel, theequip-
revenue shortfalls will occur, mentbudgetor repairs &reno-




tool should be in effect, and the "One thing we'd certain1y-
ust · reserves shouldn't be tpuched, , look at is to increase finan c i> : 
ons said McKay. aid," said Van Ummersen. $lie 
·5 or The state can't take away said the trustees would try In 
' ' ' ally money already ,allotted to the make sure no one would d rn l) 
an- university except through leg- out because of raised tuit i(, : -
lget islative action, and the legisla- rates,andemphasized thatw,1· 
ust ture doesn't meet until Janu- a main'concern . 
ons ary. Kinnear said that rnw,, 
1gh The trustees thus have to financial aid will be requ fr(',' · · 
make a decision and come up tuition is to be r;::1isccL I le s: · · 
:NH - with a plan before the legisla- ' the student body is neeck · l. 
,es, ture meets, because if the leg- ·and they'd be taken c:i.re oi' I \; ,.: 
hat islaturedecidesuponaraisein best the universit y c:olllcl . 
the January,itcouldbetoolateto Regarding th e possiL :· 
rer- impose a tuition hike upon the of the state legis b t t 1 re cut l · 
the students.That'sonereasonfor funds to the uni\'cr:c:i(y. T1 
nly the contingency plans. tee Buck Buch:111;1.n s :: • 
>m- Van Ummersen said that "You've heard the ~-.(,yin f'. · 
:tof theuniversitysystemwaslook- oneissafewhen;i. kgi s btu i 
ing at four different places to in session.' " 
it a raise the money from, Jn case 
,uld the recession proves necessary. 
., 
This space contributed 
as a public service. 
JoinThe 




For more information, call.1-800-ACS-2345 
. . ' -~ 
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Comics 
'Deatli in tieaven - 'Ifie Media Cfii{d 6y Jeff :,{arris 
A LL RIGHT! ALL R1GHT/ 
I'N . COMING! ,,..~ 
~ . 'l 
-~ --. 
:,,, 
The Daily Commuter Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Chase flies 
5 Decorous 
9 Excitement 
13 Bear lair 
- 14 Eat away 
15 Weight 
allowance 
16 Breakfast item 
17 - Peace Prize 









· 30 Frock 




' 39 · locations 
41 Deer 





42 Witch town 
45 Car mar © 1989 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
46 · 1nform of All Rights Reserved 
danger 
47 Subject 9 First-string 
49 Filtered player . 
51 Article 10 Cab 
53 Token 11 Rainbow 
54 NC cape 12 Repose 
58 Jeans 14 Salad plants 
62 Medley 20 Anger 
63 Run away to 22 Concerning 
wed 24 Lukewarm 
65 . Revise copy 26 Copies 
66 Arise 27 Shoe 
- 67 Book of maps feature 
68 Eternal City 28 Hi! 
69 Ripped 29 Ceremonial 
70 Woman . acts 
71 Large amount \ 31 Car 
DOWN 
1 Highlander 
2 Circle of light 
3 Declare 
. positively 
. 4 Atlanta's state 
5 For 
6 Steals from 
7 Goal 
8 Dissolved 
32 Game tally 
35 Pennies 
37 ,Serve 
40 Long steps 
43 Typical 
example 








55 Singing voice 
56 Row of seats 
57 Vended 
11' 12 




61 Boil slowly 
64 Wages 
TOMoRRo 
K SHOW UEST. ____ __,. 
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by Joe Marlin 
f ' ' ~ ' ' ! • • .. ' • 
' \" . ' '. 
. ·1,v Kurt£. Krebs _. 
. ANDTHE~M 
#Ml. 8E M ~ AGAIN 
by Rick Sawyer 
WM\J 'r"ES.AND ~ 
' ~ -E1'TAA CPK)( YOU 
~~Sj~ 
1h'E.Rt5t~~C&API 
AAA\ V ft5 / 
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Classified-
LAPTOP COMPU'tER: Senith,Data 
Systmes, 2OMeg Hard Drive, 64-0K 
RAM, 720K 3. 1/2" Floppy, 1200 
Baud Modem Backlit Hi Res (CGA) 
LCD Screen, BAtteiy, AC, casew/ 
strap. $1895.00 (With Panasonic 
KXI>ll80(new) printer and cable 
$2095.00. call 335-2466 
Honda Accord · $965.00 Air 
conditioning, new "brakes, good 
body, extra tires call 7 42-5197 eves 
1975 Volvo Wagon. 160K. New 
transmission and most major parts; 
Solid and_ reliable. Moving_ to 
California, must sell. $500 firm. 
· 679-8362. 
Moving to California Sale! Antique 
dresserwith large lead glass mirror, 
$75. Fullsjzed futon & hardwood 
frame, $100. Yamahs FGl 10 
guitar, $75. Professional gym ~t. 
5' x 6', $25. , Office swivel chair, 
$15. Small file, $20. Typing table, 
$ f0, Padded chairs, $5each. Camp 
cot, $10. and Misc. 679-8362. 
'ATI'ENTION COUCH POTATOES!! 
Is your couch getting worn? Does it 
smell like stale beer? Replace it •. 
now with a comfy little sleep sofa. 
It's cute, it's clean-It's only.$ 100-
or b.o. Call 1-778-1862. Ask for 
Ava or leave message. Have truck, 
will deliver. 
1988ToyotaCelicaSt. Has 20;000 
miles. Like new. Maroon w / gold 
pinstriping and _rims. Call 1-778- . 
1862. Ask for Matt, or leave 
message. 
81 Ford Mustang White w/red 
interior. Excellent '.Stereo w/ 
equalizer,. sunroof, inspectable, 
$695 or B.O. 964-6459~ 
Soloflexexercise machine complete 
w /butterfly and ie~ attachments . 
$650 or B.O. 868-280;3. 
Need Transportion? 1974 Datsun 
260Z $900 firm, call Melissa at 
868-7312 · leave message on 
machine,, will r<;turn call . . 
1976 Dodge Colt. Must Sell. Good 
condition, runs well. 95K. minimal 
rust-just moved from Virginia. $350 
or b.o. 659-5518. 
(•1~11mt1~11, 
-EXCELLENT SUMMER & 
CARREER OPPORrU !TIES now 
available ·for college student & 
graduates with Resort Hotels, 
Cruiseliries, Airlines, Amuserrierit 
Parks and Camps. for more 
information and an application, ' 
write National Collegiate Recreation 
· Service; PO Box 807 4, Hilton Head 
SG_:?9938 
. Childcare Assistant wanted for 
after-school program in a 
Montessori school in Stratham. 
Great learning opportu~ityl Work-
study postion; $5.50/hour. 
Monday through Friday 3-5 PM, 
flexible. Reply to The Cornerstone 
School, 146 High Street, Stratham, 
NH 038a5: 772-4349. 
OVERSEASJOBS. $900-2000 mo. 
Summer, Yr. round; All Countries; 
All fields. Free info. Write IJC, PO 
·Box 52-NH0l Gorona Del Mar CA 
92625. . -
Work Study Job-Exeter Public 
Library. $6 per.µour, shelving, shelf 
reading and other tasks. Contact 
the UNH Financial Aid Qffice for 
more info. 
Are you looking for extra inco!lle _ 
this semester'? We have part time/ 
full tim€ Sales positioris available. 
Call 7 43-3261 after 5pm for details. 
Office Worker Needed. One UNH 
College Wor~ Study position-
available at the Social Security 
office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays 
$6.00 per hour. Applicants must' 
be approved for College Work Study 
by UNH. Call 433-0716 and ask for 
· Mr.White. 
BLAUPUNCT AM/FM Cassette. Car 
Stereo. Recently factory cleaned. 
Cost new $300, sell $100 firm. Also 
COBRA answerphone machine, 
$25. (?79-8362. 
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY 
READING BOOKS! $32,000/year 
---i-----------"--· potential. Details: 602-838-8-885 
FOR SALE 1984 Renault Encore, Ext. Bk 18587: 
Good cond. rustprf. 4 spd, Am/ 
Fm/ Cass, J 2 new tires. Beverly 
862-1689 days, 692:.5450 nights. 
$1500. 
Moving Sale- 96 MADBURY RD 
CORNER OF EDGEWOOD 
SATURDAY Oct 28- l l-4pm. 
Quality clothing- hard_ knit wool · 
. sweaters, sizes 10:. 12, bikes all 
sizes, adult trike, Childrens Toys, 
games, puzzles(pre school-grade 2), 
roll away cot, heater, wood b_urning 
stove, car seats, stroller, kitchen 
items, oriental paraphenilia etc ... 
no early 9irds. 
Vintage Dresses-Large Assortment 
of vintage dresses, never warn at 
· $10 ~ch- cash. All sales final, no 
refunds, no returns, no exchanges. 
Call(603)-659-5513. 
1981 Datsun Wagon- Good 
· Running Condition-32 MPG on 
Highway Passes Inspection- No 
Work Needed $650, call Ron at 
335-3613. 
1980 Chevy Monza- Sedan-good 
condition automatic Am/Fm 
cassette st~reo. Contact Deb at 
207-646-9162. 
84 GMC S-15 pickup, standard 
trans, 4 cyl 64K miles, just tuned, 
Am/Fm cassette $2500, call 868-
2322. 
SPRING BREAK 1990-Individual 
or student organization n<::eded to 
promote our Spring Break trips. 
Earn money, free trips and valuable 
work experience. APPLYNOWII Call 
Inter-Camp~s Programs: 1-800- · 
327-6013. 
( 11'.l~l,li> :IP 
' Artists Stud~o ... Portsmouth good 
light, high ceilings, well-insulated, 
(non-live in) Rent negotiable. call 
436-7882. , 
A mature housemate needed. 
Fa"ntastic, large 4 bedro~m 
farmhouse. l 80acres woods, trails, 
pond. Large private bedroom. -, 
Available Nov 1, Only $175 mo. 
679-8362. 
Roommate Wanted-female, non-
. smoker for spring. semester. Own 
room, walking distance, great 
house -'must seell Please call 868-
3890. 
2 roommates needed for spring 
semester, nonsmoker. Newmarket 
location, 150.00/mo. including 
heat/hot water. Call Kelly or Colleen 
,at 659-8447. 
-
Artist Studio space, good light, high 
ceilings, well insulated. 
Portsmouth. Rent negotiable. 436-
7882. 
Female wanted! Space for rent in 
Newmarket house, 2nd semester 
and or.summer. Low r,ent-at 205/ 
month plus utilities. Roomy, cable 
1V on Kari-van route. No pets or 
smokers. Call Leslie or Abt at 659-
2386. 
NEWMARKET 2 BR, $480 per 
month, includes Heat, off-street 
parking and is on the Kari-van. 
Please call 868-2281. 
Roommate, Portsmouth, non-
smoker, .Q.O pets, clean responsible, 
·student or p~fessional for in town 
roomy home on Kari-van. Call for 
details after 5:00, 436-0688. 
Roommate wnated for spring 
semester. Female, non-smoker. 
Excellent location on campus .. 
Private Bedroom in furnishe·d 
_ apartment with 4 college students. 
Call 868-1559. 
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR 
SPRING JSEMESTER. 1989-90, IN 
FURNISHED DOVER HOME. 
PRIVATE BEDROOM; SHARE 
·KITCHEN LNING ROOM, . DEN 
WITH 4 COLLEGE STUDENTS. 
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baths, washer-dryer hookup. Large 
kitchen with range, refrigerator, 
dishwasher. Passive solar, 
woodstove, free firewood, electric 
· ~ackup. Large fenced yard. Lovely , 
wooded setting. No ' smoking, no 
pets, $695 per month. Ten miles 
west of Durham. 942-5427. · 
ATTENTION: GOV_ERNMENT 
HOMES FROM $1 (V-REPAIR) 
Deliq·uent tax property. 
Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-
8885 Ext. GH 18587. 
ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR 
LARGE RIVERFRON HOME IN 
SOUTI-1 BERWICK; ME. FIFTEEN 
MINUTES TO UNH. $300/MONTII 
PLUS SHARE IN UTILffiES. CALL 
384-5981. 
Female . Roommate for Rochester 
Condo, 1\vo,bedrooms, l l/2baths, 
fireplace, country setting , deck~ 
yard, $350/month includes 
utilities, 332-5384, 659-5595. 
Lips - nobody should have to wait 
3 1/2 years for anything ... 
IfLyndonJohnson were alive today, , h uld be h Sig Ep - · Thanks for a great 
e wo ung ovec , homecoming!Weneverthoughthell -
Lookingforanawesometimeduring could ;be s~ fun-:- Love, Alpha Phi. 
Spring Break? How 'bout Jamaica, 
Acupulco and more?II Reserve no~ 
· and save $$11 Call Lisa at 868-
6414. 
Fun in the sun, drinks by the pool, 
great _times with great people. For 
more info about SpringJ3reak trips: 
call Lisa at 868-6414. , 
HEY-I'M RADIOACTIVE!! 
To the guy ~th the curly broWh 
hair who likes sw~ters, Thank 
you for the roses; You still o:we me 
a bottle of champagne, though. 
Write back if you want to go out 
again, _ 
lovey~u, M. 
Laura D~ame - For 2 1/2 years I 
have been watching you. I lust 
after you, but you·re never ·given 
me a second thought!!! I need you II 
Steve. 
Kimmy - you lustr thing youilll 
· · CRS- are you P-SIKED? 
Jonathan ... ya know, if you had ~ 
phone, I would call... 
Kimberly Gail - I hope you get this 
one since you didn't get the last. 
What's up? Call me and we'll do 
something, ok? Love, B. 
Kathy, your concert was sold out 
so I couldn't go-butl heard it was . 
great. Did you see your name in 
the paper? When are we really 
gonna do something? __:_ B. 
Hi Dany. Clue 4: ! have something 
in common with you. Love, your 
. S.S. . 
. ODETODEANO:Thiswekendyou 
celebrated your birthday. I could 
not be there, I'm sorry to say. My 
intentwith this poem is to wish you 
the }>~st. So in your 22nd year put 
your love to the test. Good luck and 
have some fun - and don't forget 
your friend teaching under the sun! 
FELIZCUMLEANOS CHICA LOCAi_ 
Amor, Dianirrtal. _ 
Kim,_ stop that rhyming, I mean it! 
Does anybody want a peanut? He 
whoah Diet coke lady! Love your 2 
Favorite R.O.V.S., Rodents of 
unusual size, nonsense they don't 
exist. Try roomate of ultimate 
superiority! Love, Lucy and 
Steph~ie. 
From Bow to Stem: Way to go on 
Sunday - you made my day! You 
guys are the best. Think legs 
tomorrow and good luck. - Peter 
Pan. P.S. \Vatchoutforflyingcrows 
and secret handshakes. . 
CarolAnn, throw down ball number 
. · three. CarolAnn, change that order. · 
Throw down a HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
for George Athanas. Happy 
Birthday, Love the Staff . 
Native American Education 
Seminar - Ham!lton Smith. 12 pm 
- 5 pm; Amerindian customs, 
clothes, d~ce, and living history. 
To Freud the_ caveperson: Thanks · 
for the present - I love itl I'm sorry 
for the hurting. Sigm1,_md the purple 
dinosaur. 
Laura: Thanks for the-dance Sat. 
Night.Now, wherearemycookies?I 
-R 
, I -,, \ , \, ~ .\ \ 'i I , 
'I. I; 'I. ~ L "'- ~ a,_ :0 .) • 
Buy a friend a KD Treat! See any 
KD pledge to ord~r a bag of treats to 
be delivered anywhere on campus,' 
in -the UAC's, Young Drive, or in 
any fraternity or sorority! $1. per 
bag! 
Or maybe send one to Red J'owers. 
To ou~ Sigma Nu UVM traveling. 
companions: Sam's was great, At 
· Sigma Nu we were irate, We drove 
home very late, We couldn't have 
asked for better dates, Hey - we'll 
pick you up anytime. Love ya, 
J,M.~M . 
The Laura Deame Halloween 
Birthday Bash i; only 1 day away! 
Come see Bob Durling gyrate in his_ 
pumpkin ' g~stringl See Karen 
McDonald outfitted in her French 
maid cos'tumel See Terri 
Danisevich, Kristen Waelde and. 
Gail Robertson yodel in harmony! 
See Adam McKean carve a pumpkin 
with his grandmother's electric 
knife! See Christa Clark! Wowl 
~ . 
Hey Williamson! Get Psyched for 
Tonight's Dri_nk Out! 
ATO: You guys were awesome 
homecoming buddies! We had a: 
FANTASTIC time."Keep us at the 
top of your social list. Thanks, the 
sisters and pledges of KD. 
Hi Karen. - How are you doing?· I 
hope Y<?U had fun doing headlines 
last night and ~s morning. I'm so . 
sorry you hate them. But they like 
you. XOXO, me. ' 
·congratulations to Kappa Sigma 
for their fourth consecutive boat 
racing title;-no one can beat you. 
Fun wi~hout drinking! Is it possible? 
If you live in Williamson it isl 
NO TRICKS - JUST TREATS AT 
FIELD EXPERIENCE. come satisfy . 
.. your sweettooth and find out about 
our jobs! October 30 & 31. 
Laura Deame is finally 21"11111 Give 
her a big giant smooch next time 
you see her. 
Be the life of the party! Call SAFE-
RIDES: ,862-1414. Friday and 
SAturday nights from 10 pm- to· 2 
am. 
Ellen and Dave - thanks for 
s~opping to see me Saturday nite. 
You guys are awesom~I '· 
Good Luck Hunting - don't forget 
your hat! -
Pregnant? May we adopt your baby? 
Couple with 15 years of marriage, 
one ch,ild, $ secure, large countiy 
home: P.O. Box 31 Franklin, NH 
I 03235 . . 
,Danielle, Saturday night your 
roommate Rachel had a lot to say, . 
but you didn'L Would you talk 
more over a din11er tonight? 868~ 
2557. The DJ. -
Photo . student looking for 
. niusicians/-bands to photograph for 
project. Complimentary promo 
shots negotiable. Interested call. 
742-6491. I 
PWSH CONCERT Nov. 2nd, 8:00 
p.m. in the Granite State Room; 
MUB. Corqe dance to Blues, Rock, . 
Funk, Jazz .... and support several-
campusorgantzations. Anexcellent 
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,<:' band ,Jrom UVM who ·have played · T-shirts - $10, swea~p.irts· $22 .. . ff WIL~ ·Bij /ll'IE. EDUCATIONAL, : '.Laura ·.·beame----'-When · -I · think of- . HORS.E:. !30.A~DING , AT. NEW . 
1 
•. •• tn ·'Bos·ton, . N:.'Y. ,City ,.and, merell , Every Friday on Main Street. OR . •· EXPERlENCEOFYOURLIFETIMEI. · ~o~.~) think of yo4 .. Wh~n-J .. . STABLE:IN-LE'KJ2 X t2 STALLS;· 
Advancetickets$5.00attheticket _. call BRian or ·Ray at Kappa Sig BE INWASHINGTON ON NOV. 12 ,thinkofJust,.I, think@fyou. When 2 MILES FROM .CAMPUS ON 
office, .. MUB, $6.00 at the door. A 868-985!$: ,.. . FORTHE PRO'.--CHOICE' MARCfi. I think of asfoundingly :hisciou~-- ,RQ01'E- 1.55 .. DEMERITT HILL 
dancing ,bashirtglyft.ui. time no-t to· BUS.SES 'LEAVING FROM · b~be-ness, wdl...l -'.t~k- of yo\}·. : FARM: 96ACRESAVAIIABLE'FOR 
. benrlssedll-lS.ponso~dbyTheNew:., Maria Dykema you babe of the DURHAM. CAL;L EVELYN BY . You are the fire that ,dwarfs the~. -RIDING.$125PERMONTH.CALL . -
Hampshire Outing Club. century! NOV; l 862-5546FORMOREINFO. sun, · the heavenly body · that · BILL 868-2134 OR STEVE 868~ 
. outshines the stars. Love me, oh 1480, EVENINGS BEST. · 
· Hi Andrea How are you.doing? I . Are _,you CHEM~CALLY ,ATTENTION ALLGREEKSI- Order -Jesus;lov.emelSut;render;.Dorothyl , .. ----,--· -,--,--,-----.-------,-
miss curln1g up. on the bed with DEPENDENT? You betl . Come to ofOmeg~Aplications are available . _:_ Love, the:: <;nieftan. . WRITING-RESEARCH-EDITING 
you. I miss you fe~ing me good Parson~ Hall during NATIONAL now. See your· chapter president ·· ----------------
food. I miss you. picking me up and CHEMIST~Y WEEK and find out or pick one up at the Student UNH's Best Sp·ring · Break Tfir,~ 
saymg;·"l love you:· I j~st plain 'about' your positive, constructive ActiV!itiesoffice. Applicationde<!line Jamaica Montego Bay- Don't be 
miss you and can't wait for you to reliance on chemistry. Tuesday, is Nov.8. fooled by chea:_p immitations:1 Gall 
come home at Thanksgiving. Can . October 31, and Wednesday, Kirsten or Renee at 868-2177, . · 
Yersatile,. expert stafLFast service, 
reasohllbl~ q(tes. 800-331-9783 ext , 
88~.: 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, 
PROFESSI,ONAL QUALITY, very youfeedmeso!Ileturkeyaridgravy. November, l, 10am-4pm: Evenings Grab a treat and ajob in between 
I love turkey and _g~vy a~d YOUII . Mcmday ;rnd Tuesday, October 30- classes .at FIELD EXPER-IENCE, 
Please hurry hom_e (orTu.rkey day.,. and31,anflWednesday, November / licatedat:Bi:ookHousea:cmss from 
Stu, Stu, ·Stu....... '.. reas-onable prices.,. spelling 
· · ·· --- .: ~<;c,l:J.racy 'included .. b·;,ip,-Margar,et. 
Hugs. R(;x>ofy-Poofy. 1. Speciq.l Chemical Trie~ and Stoke Hall. Rus·ty-thank·s for , the- -d~~l~ · M:oran, 742·:~()37'.· Doyer: ,· 
Saturday night. Th€ cookies ,'are _ . . .. . . _
1 
.·· . • . 
Dear Liz, Jean, and Jan, 
You are cordialiy invited to our 
Halloween party on Tuesday night. 
We will come and get you even but 
we don't'want fo here·any excuses 
about labs, papers, or mid~erms. 
·Prepare yourself ahead of tiine. 
Love Deb, Mel and Mindy. 
Treats on Halloween Night, October -..,......-------------
31. The' fun starts at 7pnil ·· Williamson . Hall is alcohol free 
tonight- Take the challenge 
coming soon-Laura. · ' Oet if\tO 'self-defer1se and exer~_ise 
,: IIRLll~i i 1\'- ·• ~~':fr~g~4~:;;:~~~;5 Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Dnmk. Call SAFE-RIDES: 862- "PLEASE HELP THE CAUSE 
1Al4. Friday and Sat. nights from .AGAINST LONELINESS" Into The 
10pm to 2am. Smiths, Joy Division, Gothic 
6 visits for $19 at TANORAMA ·of semester rates. · 
Durham 44 Main· st. 868- F70Q. 
Open Mon-Fri l0am-7pm · Sat. 
l'lam-2p,m. 
WORD. -PROCESS.iNa. · Service§. 
$50 of free pizza to the floor who 
wins Wlliam's drink-out. 
Who is Priscilla Jennings? 
Coffee House f ea tu ring womep 
artists! Friday October 27 at 
8:-00pm .. It's freel Taro card reading 
blaque? Come to The Alcove (Lord 
318) Friday, 7pmx438~ "WEARE: 
DYING , OF LONELINESS AN_D 
NEED TO BE SAVED ELSE WE"LL 
SINK INTO 9BSCURITY" 
. include;: i:esuni~s. pap~rs, reports.-
desktop publ'.ishing, mailing lists/ ~ 
A FREE GIFT JU$T FOR CALLING labels, trans·cription. Quality 
PLUSRAISEUPT0$1,700INONLY guarq.nteed. Student discounts 
· "Campus Reps Neede~:l" ea,m big 
commissions and · fr~e trips by' 
selling Nassau/Paradise Island, 
Cancun, Mexico, Jamaica & •.5ki 
trips to Vermont & Colorado. For 
more information call toll free 1-
. 800-344-8360 or in Ct. 203-967-
will be done for $1 to benefit a local jenn, Arny, Lynda, Beeky, Brenda, 
Women's . shelter. The . Notables Jill, KB, and everyone from pevine 
and othi_r:s ~11 be performing. , 4th, So,rry I've been so busy with 
-----.----------- -'-P'U· erything·I- Just wanted·to letyou 
• TEN' DAYSI!! _ Stµdents grOlJps; . plus 10°/qof(fornewclients. Pi~kup 
fraternities,' ~cl sororities needed.· arid -d€iivery . a,vailable. Call Cindy 
for .marketing proj,ect on campu~.- .-at Words & More at (207) _324~ 
Fordetailsplus·aFREEGIIT
1 
group'_ 1~3_4; , . . 
officers call l-800..:9:50-8472, ext. ~ · .--•--------•11111 
3330. 
DINA CRO~TA this is better than a , 
Jax! . Sorry I haven't been around. 
Hope things, ate good with you I See 
you soon ... hopefully! L<?ve Food 
Dude, 
MOBILI.ZATION FOR WOMEN"S 
LIVES. Nov 1.2. Don't just hear it 
on the news be . there yourselfl 
Susses leave from Durham . . · For 
more ii;ifo call. Evelyn 862-5546 by 
Nov L 
Hello Chris and, Renee! 
. JOBLESS?· HUNGRY? Come by 
FIELD EXPERIENCE for _job . info. 
Professional Word Processing for •andsome"goodies",MondayOct.30 
your reports, documantation, · & Tue$day Oct.31 .·· ·, ·· • " 
manuscripts, thesis, etc. 
Experienced, efficient, Feasonable Hello GAIL and everyone in advising 
rates, quick-return. . Call Flash o.ffice. Miss youl -SL ,_ 
Fingers (Janet J3oyle), 659-_3578 . . . 
• • 
1 
~. ~ It's F_REE.I · It's FUN It's 
T-shirts $10, sweatshirts $22, see 
Ray or 'Brian at Kappa $lg &;,8-
9855. Or go to the table on Main 
Street every Friday . . 
ENTERTAINMENT and all the 
caffeine you could ever w~tl It's 
the_ WOMEN'S ARrISTS COFFEE 
HOUSEi CometotheDevineNiche, 
8pm Friday Oct' 27 for a terrific 
evening of coffee, women and songi 
- ~~------ ' \J' -~1:-,. '\ ' 
/ . . -~(:_j. A NEW GIFT SHOP · ~i~~-•-: ·. .' lor the BODY and SOU.L :...~1:: tyf. -.-
T~Y..·. · ~, / · / Handcrafted gifts and 
.......___- _:----~ ✓ -
items for yourself and 
your loved ories. Unique boo~ an,d tape .selection 
for personal growth and relaxation. Enchanting --
.. music to ease .the hurried pace and center: the 
- mind. Workshops· and group discussions · 
offered. · . ' 
* Crabtree and Evelyn * Handcrafted Jewelry . * Scarborough Potpourri & Beauty 
Products· · -* Candles and Cards ,* -~ew _Age Books, Music * Crystals & Crystal Jewelry_ · * Meditation. Classes * Tarot Readings * Channeled Reading · * Astrology C~arts 
• ·spri~gs's "secret 
"'· 449 Central Ave. 
Dover 742-7221 , 
ours: Mon.-Thur. 10-5:30, Fri. 10-6:30, Sat.' l0-5 
-L ____ 1-n:::::::x:r::cr::c:rw:::rrtr<:r:r :rrr:a · _ 
know I niiss you guys tons and I'll . 
defmitely fmd the time te · party 
with. you soon.I -Love ya- Boobs 
Q·. ' . <, .. ' 
TYPING/\VGRD PRbCESSING: 
Join the Pro-Choice movement in 
Washington with thousands :of · 
other Americans on Sunday 
November 12th. Buses wiJl le~ye 
from Om-ham call Evelyn @ 862-
5546 For more info~ ' 
Professional · Quality, very 
· rea~onahle prices·, spelling 
accuracy il)clUGled. Call Margaret 
Moran, 742~2037, Dover. 
. Professional Word Processfog, 
Resume Writing, ·'Ed-iti11g . and 
Writing Services. ' Discount rates 
PHISHCONC,EITTNov2nd8:00pm 1or students. A.H. H. Executives ,· 
in the Granite . Stat~ ,Rm, - MU&. 692~5369 7 days/wk. 
"Came pan<;e-to Blues, Rock, Funk, • 
.Jazz, .. andsupportseveralcamptJs ··. TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, 
organizations. An excellent banQ "Professio.nal quality, 'very 
fron UVM who have played in reasonable prices, spelling 
Boston, NY City apd morel I· · accuracy included. Call Margaret 
Advan~Tickets $5.00at the ticket Moran, 742-2037. 
office, MUB; A 9ancing bashinly 
·fun time not to be missedll.l _PROFESSIONAL TYPING-' for 
Sponsored by the ,New Hampshire . students and professors. $1.25/ . 
Outing Club. · ·. page. Pick up and· d~livery in , 




OCTOBER 31,_ 1989 
ONE DAY ONLY 
Legal, 3HD or 8-1/2 x 11" Wfltte, . 
201b Bond, auto-fed sheets. 
with this ad .... thru October 
A ~oween Special! 
· Coples· on Astrobrite ORANGE 
-(8-1/2 ~ 11, auto-fed) for only 6~ 4'8ch 
killko's 
1 the copy center 
· 51 Main Street. Durham. NH 03824 
(603) 868-6322_. FAX (603) ~68-2967 . ' 
Monday - Friday·. 7:30 ·a~m. - 9 p.m. 




classified ad, call, 
· f!'e:: business·o.ffice , 
, a:t 862-1323 or 
stop by th:_e,fr offi.ce-
,in the MQ'.e, room 
110-B .. 
<G§.: ........... :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-.❖•• ••• :Z, 
1 H A CK M -A T A C-K 
, , C O' C H E .C O F A ·I.- L S 
1989 - 90 GU[ST ARTIST 5-[RJ[S 





. Friday, October 2 7 · 
7:00 PM & 9:30·PM 
Tickets 
$8.00 in Advance 
$10.00 at the Door 
The Hilarious 
TIM SAMPLE-· 
Saturday, .October 28 . 
7:00 PM & 9:00 PM 
Tickets -
$10.00 in Advance 
$12.00 at the Door 
All Seats Reserved 
Ma.in St. Tor of 1hr Square 
Dover, N.H. 
603-749~3996 . 
"r~· • /4 
·,1 
WOmen Shiitout bjJ Vei-mont. 
'Cats fall to 7-8-1 on :the season 
By Lisa Sandford · 
It was a game that could 
have gone ., either way; but the 
UNH women'·s . soccer team 
ended up on the short end of a 
-1-0 score against the Univer- · 
sity of Vermont Wednesday 
·afternoon.The loss dropped the 
Wildcats record to 7 -8- l. 
UVM came up with all the 
offense they needed at the 5:4~ 
. mark of the second period. 
... ) Katre~ Hodgon fed forward 
Cheryl Reed~ whose right cor-
ner shot slipped past Wildcat 
netminder Jill Lewis to· give 
Vermont a slim but lasting 1-0 
lead. 
he ·women's socc·er team needs to find the net more often· 
(Michele Adam photo). · - · . . 
e-nalized Jof 
~ ~Ee h ir:ig . . · . 
Areporterwhoseflrstas- for 15 seconds, then the offi-
ignment was · to cover the cials blow their whistJes and 
eld hockey game between give the. ball to the opposing 
· .NH and . Sp·ringfield at team," the fan said. 
._ emorialFieldonabeautlful ~What is the point of that 
. esday afte~oon had some rule?" the reporter asked. 
ifficulty under5tanding the · · . y"Remen1l~er, no 01:e knows 
ame,soheaskedafansome the rules, so i f no \\'lust.les are 
uestions. being sounded, there cotild be 
"Do you know the rules anarchy out there," the fan said. 
o this crazy game?" the re- · ."When thewhislle is blown 
rter asked. players seem tojustrnnaround 
"!\reyoukidding?Nobne in ·random fashion. 'Do _they 
_owstherules. ~ot the play- _ kn9w~hat they;are doing?" the 
rs, not the officials, not even reporter askec_l. ; 
e~oachesknowtherulesof .-."Yes th cy 910, bdt .on ly 
1eld hockey. There -are sim- becaus@ t~ey: have had .hours 
ly too many to remember . ofcla~ses m where to r~rn. l\1<7st 
em all." · · teams.· prnc,ti ce \b u t (l1 G · field 
"Why do they bl~w the · -~oekeyte:im simrl>~_si(~; in cbss 
histle all the time?" the re- . and lean::is ! 1ci\\ ' In L: :: :.1i 1"; _W: (' 
rter asked. ' ' you. For lab, thc) ·cn(11c c·-11 t iw 
~The referees· blow the field and pr~tcti;::c'. . . 
histles for checking an op,- a goodj_ob, clon ·~ tlie_\? · 
nent, hitting the ball too "This g:1111c i s · c: ·: !_1:' 
ard, soft, high, and lowi ~m~rt_fa~," ~lie fan-co1 !li 1111 ,::rl. • 
olding,_the .. stick .too ,'high, ,,"This isn t !1kc foo_th;-i 11 wl ::'i'' · 
nd even breathing." -- · ~e referee c:\1_)0_ins.cw 1y m o'':(: 
"Breathing, thatis :ridicu- t-o you.H~'t '.;,·1~~"::Y- ex p I i : i : l 1 n_! ! I - : 
ous, ho~ C<1:n a player not jn_~:_Jheye ';'._PC' d )'Oll kl k,: ·:,',\': . 
reathe?".the reporter asked. Thmk ;of l '. C;\:': ln1 i_g: ! I •c ,,.:, i: ,,:: 
. "Of com:se ,they have to wouldtaket! l: ,c~·c::lcn ·c" :,:·) !' :<,: 
reathe, thatiswhythereare ~ega~e a1 1< l c::·:: , : tn :i :,. · .·r · .· \·, i_ . 
o many whistles, players Breat~m~ c:11 _U,i', l L l :,_·. -,scs<; n 11 
reathing all· the time," the ; t0Sprmgf1 c:,, i .. l \\' , ;, : 
an said. · day to pb y ... 
"So ifev~ryone plays by "One h -:;[ ,:t ic· · '' ·: 1. \ '.') :;'.!! 
e rules there should be no would yo t t , ; 1 i _r''.l,: ' . 
histles, right?" the reporter novice wat c! :, :: 
sked. ilie reporter : '· :,· :. 
"Not'exactly,"thefansaid. "The nc· .. · T · 
The 'Cats eouldn't come 
up with a goal of their own, 
despite the offensive efforts of 
. Wendy Young, Mary Beth 
Sydlowski, Deb M.:,.ida and 




J . l;Jig Knockers II 
2. Bucky's.Bombers 
3. UNH Alley Cats 
Football 
Minor 
1. Kappa $igma 
2. O.C~ Teamen 
3. Mangos 
4. SAE HE Bulldogs 
5. Salt See_king 49ers 
Mcyor _ 
1. SAE Lions ., " 
2. -· Pike· Generals ... 
3. -,,AFootball·Team/' 
Co-Rec 
1. Acacia · 
Untouchables 
2: Nick's 
3. To~rre.rs Tight. Ends 
Hoxkey 
Minor 
1. Delta Chi 
2. ·Theta Chi Demolition 
3.Purple \,\{qrriors 
Mqjor 
"Why not?" the reporter go with th·: : i ' · · ! ·. 
Sked. 
. pla_ yersdo · '· ,, .. · ,-1 --.. _, ·· 
• • ' • • t ,. ' ' ~ .. • ·. ' • ~' 
; "Oh, l forgot to inform score, gro:: : ., : ' .. , ! \ . 
1. SAELwns 
- ' 2.LAX Boys . 
ou of the 1s ·secohd ·rule," team scon .'. :·.• -:-r., : 
· e fan said. , . . , . . _., ., ; .,.,,_~,;. ~eem knm•.: ·: , .• 
"What's ' that?" 'the r~- '., the key{GH':• i · .· . 
rterasked. ing fiel? l ie .. ':·:· ··· ., · 
3.· Lamba Chi Alpha 
4. Meal _'lime, 
cameawaywith the hard fought ~elk.in. "Ve-rmont's strength is 
win. · d~finit~ly lheLr• defense." 
UVM had a first half total ."dveraJl, we · did pr~tty· 
of nine shots on goal and UNH well," comn;ierited Belkin. "We 
liad eight. Young and Sydlow- stayed right .with th~m; they 
ski kept · scoririg press tire on didn't dominate at any point. It 
VermontgoalkeeperJenStarr-. was a well fought game that · 
It was clear from.the start could' have gone either way, · 
that the two teams were evenly and Vermont jµst ended up on 
matched. In the first period, · . t_op." . 
the ball saw both ends of the· New Hampshire netminder 
field, but the strength of New Lewis had another outstand-
Hampshire's and Vermont's ing game in goal, coming up 
defenses· prevented any scor- . witli 12 saves whi·ch increased 
ing. her save percentage to .873. 
After the intermission, the The Wildcats will host Yale 
'Cats mustered " 1 7 · scoring . in their last home game of the 
opportunities but once again regular season, Saturd~y at , 
were unable to capitalize on 10:30 a.m. Belkin said, "we 
them. should win our last two games 
"We had the opportunities, [against Yale and Dartmquth], 
but we came up with misses," , but I can't be sure there·s al-






2 -. PC 










, post-season play. 
lntorduces ~P-QRTSLINE Q ' ~~ ~ 
~nd~ff on Sports! . 7 '-ffl . 
UNH, Partiots, Red Sox, Bruins, Celtics " . · 
FridayEves.6-~m _ 
Join controversial. hosts Pete Dupuis & Chris Bailey @862-2222 . - '" .. . 
\ 
' .. , • ~ t ' ' • • ' ' t 
Fie_ld· Hockey Statistics· 
,Scoring -· 
d 
· Brickley 16 
Robinson 16 




· Geromini · 15· 








































Gaudette 16 1069 138 .896 16 1.0 . 
. 7 
Gioffre 3 51 4 .667 :.2 2.7 0 
.Team Totals 
' 
G Shots Gs Co~ers Svs 
UNH 16 373 43 235 142 
OPP 16 
,. 
218 18 100 188 
Field · Hockey standings 





Conference '>- Overall 
WLT WLT 
3 0 0 11 4 0 
2 0 0 ~ 12 3 2 
\. 
2 1 0 10 4 0 
0 4 : 0 4 11 1 
Vermont l 3 0 8 7 1 
flllllf ll■lll!!lt 
:::::::::::::··.;.;:;::::.:-::-:-::-:::.::···· ... ·.•.·.•.·.•=·=·==··· 
1 , ' • ' ' \ ~ \ ' 
FOOTBALL STATISTICS I 
Rushing 
G No Yds Avg. _ TD Long 
Ford 6 ' 108 529 4.9 6 67 
Banbury 6 39 172 4.4 \ 0 12 
Cripps 6 47 163 3.5 2 17 ' 
Bourassa 5 3 . 53 17.7 o_ 26 
Gallagher 6 6 ' 45 7_-5 0 15 
Griffin . 3 18 17 0.9 ·O ,15 
Dupuis l 3 7 2.3 0 9 
Carr 4 18 -32 -1.~ 0 7 
UNH 6 242 954 3.9 8 67 
OPP 6 264 810 3.1 8 56 
~eceiving_ . 
G No Yds ,A.vg TD Long 
Spittel 6 28 _255 9.1 0 32 
Braune 6 22 332 15.1 0 41 
Gallagher 6 12 120 10.0 0 31 
Peny 6 26 314 l2.l 3 36 
-Banbury 6 7 53 7.6- 0 13 
Bourassa 5 ' 4 73 24.3 2 33 
Cripps 6 4 80 · io.o l 55 
Ford 6 6 59 9 .8 0 
18. 
6 1 - 18 18.0 0 18 
6 · 110 1311 11.9 · 7 55
. 
-
6 83 755- 13.2 ,5 45 
G Comp Att Yards Int 1D 
Griffin 3 38 91 408 3 2 
Carr 4 72 137 903 4 5 
UNH 6 llO 228 1311 7 7 
OPP 6 83 151 1093 6 5 
G No Yds Avg LG 
6 39 1311 33.6 55 
6 38 1392 -36.6 61 
Defensive 
G Ts Asst Total 
fychsen 6 28 18 46 
Beatty 6 28 17 45 
Joy 6 23 14 
Jordan 6 20 17 
Reap 4 19 14 











1. Hartford 61 7 
2. Maine 621 
3. UNH 633 
4. UConn 642 
5. Providence 646 
6. Salem State 650 
7. Colgate 653 
8. BC 67-7 
9. UNH White 683 
10, NU 684 -
11. Merrimack -686 
12. URI 686 ., .. 
13. Holy Cross 701 
14: Vermont 715 
Top 5 Individuals , 
1. Porath, Maine72-73 145 
2. Veneziano,Hart77 -7 4 151 · 
3. Drqry, PC 75-78 153 
4. Busby, Colgate 75-79- 154 
5. Johanson, Hart 78-76-154 
NAC Results 
1. Hartford 61 7 
2. Maine 621 
3. UNH633 
4 . Colgate 653 
5. NU 684 
6. Vermont 715 
· UNH Results ' (633) 
1. Eaton 75 -80=155 
. 2. Thompson 78- 80 = 158 
3. Stzurm 80 -83 = 163 
4. Korcuba 81 - 77 =158 
5. O'Sullivan 84 - 82 = 166 
. Individual Leaders 
1. Porath, Maine 72-73= 145 
2. Veneziano, Hfd 77-7 4= 151 
3. Busby, Colgate 75-79=154 
3. Johanson, Hfd 78-76= 154 
5. EATON, UNH 75-80=15'5 
5. Sheehan, Hfd 77-78= 155 
The above six golfers are 
named to the AU-North 
Atlantic Conf. Team. 




, l)Which NFL player holds the record for most 
rushing touchdowns in a season? 
2) Who was the pitcher -when · Hank Aaron hit 
homerun number-715? 
3) Fran Tark~nton has the most passing yards for 
a career in NFL histo:ry. Whose record did he break? 
4)Which of the fqllowing major leaguers was the 
first unamin~us_. choice for most, valuble player i:r:t a: 
-season? 
A. Hack Wilson 
B .. BabeRuth 
C. Hank _Greenberg 
D. Lou Gehrig 
5) Who was the first player in NFL history to msh 
for over 1000 yards in a season? 
- . 
6) In 1919, Babe Ruth hit 29 homeruns, the most 
in the major leagues to date. Whose record did he break? 
7)Which NFL team has won the most champion-
ships? 
8) Which major league player led the league (AL or 
NL) in batting average for the-most consecutive seas~ns? 
9) In, 1973,-O.J. Simps~n rushed for 2003 yards in 
a season. This set a single season rushing record. Whose 
record did he break? 
Bonus Question (3 points) · 
In 1951, Joe Dimaggio retired with 361 career 
h~meruns . Part 1- Whc;it place was he on the all time 
homerun list ? Part 2 -Name the players ahead of him 
1
• (answers do not have to be in order) · 
Answers to 10/20 Quiz 
1. Dave Rigetti 
2. Pete Maravich 
3. Phil Simms 
4. Bob. Gibson 
5. A (Calvin Murphy) 
6. Joe Louis 
7. Pete Rose 
8. D (Jim Brown) 
:9. Don Baylor 
Bonus: 1983-84 
Women's soccer · 
statistics (7-7-1) 
(as of October 23) -
Scoring G Gs As Pis 
Sydlowski 15 10 1 21 
-McLoughlin 15 8 . 3 19 
Young 15 4 2 10 
Bergeron 15 4 2 10 
Weinberg - 15 1 6 8 
Christie · - 12 2 0 4 
UNH 15 31 '22 84 
OPP 15 23 12 58 
.Goal tending 
G . M Svs S% Gs GAA 
Lewis 13 977 112 ~868 17 1.6 
Leonhardt 4 222 . 17 .944. 1 0.4 
UNH 15 13-SO 148 .865 23- 1.5 
OPP 15 1380 134 .812 31 2.0 
Terriets come · -to Durham 
Cats looking for lifth' straight wm: 
By Jeff Novotny Greene. He has complet~d 162 
The Wildcats will attempt out of 296 (55. percent) pa~ses 
to extend· their winning streak for 1899 yards ( 271 per game) 
to five games this Saturday as and 16 touchdowns. 
they take on the high-powered Greene has a host-of qual-
Boston University Terriers at ity receivers. The two leading 
Cowell Stadium at 12:30 p.m. receivers are slot-man Daren 
The Terriers enter the game Altieri, with 56 catches for 635 
with a 3-4 overall record, but yards (11.3 avg.) and split end 
they are 3-1 in the Yankee Darvell Huffman, who has 38 
Conference. Also, they have receptions for 483 yards (12.7 
won three of their last four a,vg.) and seven touchdQ__wns. 
games. , _ · . In addition, Greene pre-
The Terriers are averaging fers to throw to slot-nian Brian 
26.7 points per game thjs sea- Straugher (18 catches for 222 
sdn, thanks to their "run and yarqs, 12. 7 avg.), split end 
· shoot" offense, which consists B:ryan Graves (15-240, 16.0 
of four' wide receivers on al- avg.), and fullback Vince 
most every play. Jackson· (16-157, 9.8 avg.). 
A Wildcat victory this week ' As opposed to last year 
will directly hinge upon their when l;3U rarely ran the ball, 
ability to control the BU of- this year they have comple-
fense. · _ mented their passing game with 
"The important thing for a stronger running game. Full-
us is to make big plays at the back Jay Hillman has rushed 
right time and keep them out of for 358 yards and is averaging 
the end zone," said UNH Coach a solid 4.1 yards per carry. 
BillBowes. "Youdon'tstopthat Back-up fullback Vince 
passing game. They're going to Jackson has pitched in with 
get yards." . 221 yards on the ground, and 
The Terrier offense is run is also averaging 4.1 yards per 
by junior quarterback · Stan rusl;i. 
·.·.···.··.·.··.·.·.·.·.··.·.·.··.·.·.· .. · ·.·.·-· .. ·.· ........ •.··· ····•··••,•··-····. 
lliBIIBll•.■illllilll< 
::!:::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::i:::;:!:i:i:::;:!:\:}i:i:i:!:;:!:::!:):;:::;/!:;:::;::;::~:i:!:~::~J;i:!:~::::::::::: 
· (file photo). 
) 
Greene has also improved 
the offense with his good scram-
bling ability. 
"Greene is avoiding the 
pass rush, he's. hot -getting 
sc}.cked," Bowes said. "Eventu-
ally he finds an open receiver 
- or runs himself." 
His scrambling ability and 
the Terrie~ ability to run the 
ball more effectively are the two 
main reasons that the Terriers 
. ai:e scori~g so much tl;iis year, . 
according to Bowes. 
The Wildcats need to ,gain 
yards through the air against 
the Terriers, ·according to , 
Bowes. 
"I think that we have got to 
throw the ball against-this team. 
-But we have got _to have the 
time to throw," Bowes said. 
"They're good up front and 
probably the best thing they do 
is put on a pass rush." 
Despite their 3-4 record, 
the Terriers talent demands 
respect from the Wildcats. 
"They're a darn good football 
team right now,;, Bowes said. 
Terriers' Thumbnails 
-Time: Saturday, 12:30 
Place: Cowell §fac:iium 
Television: Channel 9 
Record: 3-1 
Quarterback: -
- Stan Greene (162-296 for 
1899 yards' and 16,,TD's) 
Leading Rushe-rs: 
Jay Hillman (88-358), 
3TD's 
Vince Jackson (54-221). 
4TD's· 
Leading Receivers: 
Daren Altieri (56-235) 
Darvell Huffman (38-483) 
Yankee Conference 
Games Saturday 
Maine -v. Delaware 
Villanova v. URI / 
}?U v. UNH 
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~Sports 
,i>' 'Cats trounce 
Springfield, 3-0 
Outshoot opponent, 44-2 -. 
By John Kelley ting tired running . to ·the· end 
Sparked by three go;;tls in line for the 26'corner opportu-
the first seventeen minutes, the ·. nities for the 'Cats com pared to 
·cats · rolled over Springfield · two for Springfield, and to see if 
College,_ 3-0 ~esday afternoon Springfield cot,Ild actually move 
at .:Memorial Field: the ball past midfield. 
• The win gives the 'Cats a "We had some trouble get-
12-4mark on the season and a ting the ball in the net in the 
~ictory over Northeastern on second half, but we still had 
November 1 would lock up the the same intensity," Didio said. 
NAC Championship. 'Tm disappointed . that we 
CoachMarisaDidiowanted didn't score more goals off our 
them to cqme out strong in the corner opportunities." 
early going and -the team re- This was definitely the last 
sponded. The 'Cats scored at home game for the seniors 
the two minute mark when Long, Robinson, and Karen " 
Majorie Longbeapulie Elias to Br~dy. · 
give the 'Cats the quick · lead·. "They have dorie a tremen-
Robinson added an unassisted · dous job for us," Didio .said. 
goalatthe9:10markan~Brick... "They have enabled us to be 
ley finished off the scoring by successful ·now and in the past. .. 
finding the right corner at "It was mixed feelings. We 
t ) 16:59. :rh~de it a point not to empha: 
· Despite these high kicks the UNH women's soccer team lost to Vermont (Don Carlson P 
O O • "I'm trying to make the size it · too much before the 
Soccer crushes NU, 4-0 
team aware of the first fifteen game," Brady said. 
minutes ofeach half. The team The other seniors Deb 
· saw what they needed to do ~ Blumen, Mary Malooly, Ann 
from the statistic_s. Out of the Midura, and Kim Zifcak have 
five teams that scored first we · the option of returning for their 
Wl.ldcats make NAC· playoffs haveJostfourgames,"contin- fifthyear. , . _ · . .- · - ued Didio "and we were lucky . ANCAAberthisve:rymuch 
· ·By Toby Trotman Fifteen minutes later Bren- em defe_nse hit Truscott in the to comeback and beat UConn.~ a possibility for the Wildcats 
The UNH men's' soccer nan became the .provider as he _, head and rebounded back into ' This was simply no con- this season. "Ifwe beat North-
team (3-7-2) reached the NAC crossed to Marc Griffin. Grill1n the net. It was not the prettiest test. The 'Cats outshot Spring- eastemweshouldgetin,"Brad
y 
playoffs with an emphatic 4-:0 , hit his first time effort past of goals but never the less gave field 44-2 and Springfield didn't said. ' ' · 
victory at Northeastern last Husky goalie Scott · Discuilfo Truscott his fifth goal of the muster its first shot until there 
Monday. for his first goal of the season season. , were tinder three minutes 
Although the-win was only which gave UNH a 2~0 halftime The victory, though, wasn't rem?ining in the first half. The 
the 'Cats third victory of the lead. without a price. Key defender 'Cats lost to Springfield a year 
season, it marked their second The artificial turf and light- Pearsall was Jost for' the re- ago 2-1. 
conference win and clinched ingmadelifetoughforthe'Cats mainderofthe season and will "We have come a long way 
· , the lc!st playoff berth. but the defensive corps of Cleve- probably be replaced by John \ since 'tq.en," Brady said. "That 
"It was tough on the astro- land Howard, Peck, Christian McHenry.Jeremy Muller dislo-:- just shows how far we have 
turfbutwedidagoodjob,"said Pearsall and Jim Lynch cated his shoulder again and come." 
Coach Ted Garberofhisyourig · handled the NU offense .as UNI{ will be out for the year. After th~ three quick 
team's victory. continued to dominate. Garber will have time to scores, theonlyexcitementwas 
***** 
Stacy Gaudette earned co-
player of the week honors in 
the North Atlantic Conference. 
Gaudette only yielded one goal 
_ to the fourth ranked Lady Lions, 
and she scored the game-win-
ner on <:1 penalty stroke ~gainst 
Penn State. It marked the third · 
time in her career that she has 
The flood gates were Two goals in a minute put develop his new lineup at Bos- watching Shelly Robinson get~ 
opened in the 11th minute by thegamewelloutofNU'sr~ach . ton College today and at this -------fi--=--'-----h-:------------
Scott Brennan's fifth goal of and guaranteed victory for the year'.s last home game on Tues- Go 1f , i·ni·s es 
the season. The senior 'Cats . Irithe67thminuteCorey dayOctober31. Thematch,-up . . ·. . 
midfielderreceivedtheballfrom McKim blasted home a Frank _with Keene S~te is the last 
scored the game winning goal. 
Smitty Peck and ran through Truscott pass from 12 yards chance to see this year's sen- th • d • N~ C 
the Huskie's defense before out for his first goal. , iors, Brennan, Grit.Jin and Bill - , ir. . i· n - , 
beating their goalie. With his Truscott received an assist Bjorl,c play before they begin _ · I 
1 · · · 
20th career goal, Brennan tied on McKiril's goal and 40 sec- their .post season play at Ver- By Phillip Astrachan 
. Mike Cloutier ('79) for the UNH onds later he did even better. A mont November 4. In their final event of the 
goal scoring record. clearance from the Northeast- fall season, which consisted of 
The Wildcats open~the'regular season againsf V~rmont g·;turday ':night at Snively 
Arena at 7 p.~. (file photo). 
/ . 
two tournaments ninniqg si-
multaneously, the l,JNH golf 
team placed third in the North 
· Atlantic · Golf Championship 
and in The Wildcat Invitational 
... held at Cha~ingfare Count:ry 
Club in Candia, NH last week-
." end, under very poor weather 
conditions. 
The Wildcats placed third 
with a team score of 633, fin-
ishing behind Hartford (617) 
and Maine ( 621) in the 36 .hole . 
contest. Colgate, Northeastern, 
and Vermont placed fourth, 
fifth, and sixth respectively in 
the NAC tournament. 
The .weather conditions 
were a problem for the golfers. 
The tough~st the kids will play 
in for a long time," said Coach -
Keq. Pope . 
The extreme cold paved the 
way for high scores. 
Wildcat Ace Eaton tied for 
. fifth in the NAC individual 
tournament with scores of 75 . 
and 80~ Also Brian Thompson 
(78-80) , · Pat SJzurm (80-83), 
· Mike Korcuba.(81 -77), and Mark 
-O'Sullivan (84-82} competed for 
the Wildcats. · 
Considering the harsh 
weather cond~tions, Pope was 
impressed by some of the . 
scores. In particular, the 72-73 
posted by Brett Porath from 
. Maine. Brett won the medalist 
honors. , 
Overall Pope was very 
pleased with the season. 'This 
is probably the best year we 
have ever had." Pope said. 
